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Milk.

watekville.

Wi do not know how milk is secreted,
ii"\i i; comes from the blood—there is.no

ood. Milk is not all fluid;
which are
.! cic.n.uns globules or sacs,
a pellicle of
ices contained m
iatt
In their composi„v ering.
ud milk arc somewhat alike;
contains librine and albumen,
ca-ciue and albumen. Where
.at;,
large secretion of milk, there
o .a
flow of blood to the udder.
...
u selecting cows we look at
, ,ici
veins as well as the escutcheon and
in ;< structure the udder is cel.ds arc about the size of pin
ai
has been ascertained by exact
heads
measurement that the globules in milk
I '..e same size as these cells, and
•ci :
it s quite probable that they
The first
ire secreted from the udder
mong th- many changes which take
the udder. By.
la >e
ti," udder
constantly absorb:
th- fane part oi the milk, and there*
time it remains theie tlie
I uttei globules.
The
,
experiments have shown
per cent, more cream is obtainromkmilk drawn from the cow once
i/s than from that which reit is
twelve hours
nilk as often as we can
com cnieutlv
to the top,
butter-maker enlie pellicle without
ieav
;■
when broken it beflic globules are of dif■iiic* grease
■

cast

...

■

si/,

lit

:;,e

a

k.t
tin-

licit\ \ covering may weigh
in-idc. and tfius utlect the

cream

Large and small

ilic milk ot all cows,
not only in different
‘.reel- :.i <
imai.*, but in the same cows
seasons )i the year. The large
the surface first, and the
.Tie r
ering m the small sacs is of about the
and therefore
i< kin’<> as theirs
’. ’.in longer; and also in ris;
in
...
ones have to
sum
displace more
mils ::i proportion to their size. Fats
:
heat more than water,
shrink more, and in this way the ris;ig lit cream i* Affected. Cream is compt ed of layers, the large globules at the
ip, and tic snmilc.si, which rise last, at
F no milk containing the
the
a in,
niform globules we get
u
c. and the best flutter;
icy an unequal in size the larg'■
kin first, and turned to grease
r<
tb..- 'mailer are broken,
milk the globules are very
la .let-s,
irge a: 1 nearly uniform in size; they
;
t:al at the same time, anil
.-a
a-:
-titimed together.
an
Ayrshire
evv large globules but many
ties and it is very difficult to get
-mall
and lor the same reason it
hen
s not easy to churn good butter from
cam.
In the milk from Devon
ristfir
Dutch cows, they are of medium size,
that their milk is
: a.
m f irni. so
u:
1 he poorest skim milk
the best from
in
A\ rshire
ice:;
i
gr
iy ot milk and cream
At a tempercar y the same.
v
-,
ct .-in deg. cream rises slowly and
.uabiv will not all rise—heat it up to
deg and l will rise rapidly. In cheese
it yuu subject the whey to a
i t«i lienig heat fur two hours, the butter will
a:i be up.
The germs which get into milk from
vvati r, bad feed, or by exposing
ot July and August,
;i
ream from rising.
hind,
Anything
nt a putreiaciivc nature will develop in
milk aid In 1 mi to the globules and preTainted milk is always
vent their ining.
sii, the pellicles begin to decay and
,,
1 gi'thei. and this condition you
i.
Milk
the microscope.
i;
-lops outains germs which
pellicle and check the rising
i
chide, lows on low and swampy
g,. t from bail water these germs.
;
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m

mi.

:

cs,
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1
in ituai-a, >
wno n®tmiik 1 r winter use, found that
milk IV"m i"W ground feed would not
kc.'ptn wi-i'.er Rank clover draws from
lii germs wliieli are injurious to
tie1
mill;
making an examination of eovv’s
milk v. ,"i" tlie cream appeared too adhesive, l>r Law, ol Cornell I'niversity,
the presence "t germs, plant
disco i-|.

..l.■ ■ iri:i

•;

■

i

,i

f nans re-eiulding algae, with some blood
and tiic* smistanee kimwn as frog spittle;
was traced back through the
:ii;d u
:
tlie impure water which the anihi
Milk will not keep when sour
I"
i- used, because the acidity passes

the bi'.nd and thence into the milk,
fermentation.
Animal odor in milk is very trouble■mi", "specially at cheese factories—one
an will infect a whole vat, and the cheese
made In m it ". ill s«m be destroyed. Its
'i:it.uri v. ..■
iig unknown, blit recently
iias been di-e cored to be a very subtile
viatic "ii ; at a temperature of o0 deg.
remains in the milk, at Go deg. it is
■o "ii "tl : ii the milk is cooled too rapidt I'. i.i "main in it, blit will be discovi"
Vola-ver the milk is heated.
une from the sweet grasses
that
ihi" tionalde. and we retain them
that henay give a pleasant flavor to
J’.v many persons the evils arisbutter
ing : !'■ oil 'lii- "dor or oil, are attributed to
animal heat; this, however, is an erroneiidea, as animal heat does not differ
from ither heat. and is no more injurious.
ans for factory use should have
Milk
an opening in the cover protected by wire
moth, and surrounded with a collar to re'ain tne milk which may be shaken out in
transportation. Experiment has shown
that milk thus protected and carried four
r five miles to the factory, has given less
trouble than that received from the immediate neighborhood
By its complete
aeration, ail tic animal odor lias been removed.
Cheese making is a process of fermentation, and this is similar to, but not the
same as putrefaction ; it is the growth of
germs which multiply and develop into
blue mould
A single germ has been
found in milk with titty stalks, each with
le ad containing thousands of seeds
a
which continue to produce their kind.
Rennet coagulates milk, turning it into
cheese, because it contains blue mould.
The germs in rennet cure cheese; it is a
digestive process; you digest milk with
■

hastening

■

Rennet not
the gastric juice ol the call.
i;i\ changes milk to curd, but continues
•i
act on the cheese after it is manufael ired.
home lactones are making butter anu
liec-e from the same milk; great pro■

and improvement have been made
gri
i:> tie- manulaeture of skimmed milk
as
Ik-'-n.irequently manufactured the
article n is been of a very inferior quality.
I be large amount of lood contained in
skimmed milk ought not to be wasted;
to every pound ot butter twelve and one
half pounds of nutriment is wasted, i! the
skimmed milk is not utilized. Several
factories are now trying to prevent this
waste with a
prospect ot success.
--

good

When we make skimmed milk cheese
which will dissolve in the mouth, we have
taken a great step in advance; this has
been done and can be again. One great
trouble in the manufacture ot such cheese
lias been in the curing of it; this we can
overcome in part by stimulating it with
rennet.
It also requires a temperature of To
dog. or 8u deg. In New York
more

and elsewhere good Cheese of this kind
has been made, with three-fourths of the
ream out, that sold for whole milk cheese.
At Elgin, 111., during the last year cheese
lias been made from halt skim milk combined with oil from rendered raneiil butter. at the rate ot one pound ol oil to one
hundred of milk. The product lrom this
combination when six weeks old has proved to be a good wholesome, palatable
cheese, which gives satisfaction to consumers.
This process seems to be really
an improvement, and
yet it is dangerous
whenever managed by dishonest or unskilled operators.
Freezing oreani should lie avoided if
possible ; a little freezing of the milk may
do no harm, but if the cream is frozen
hard the covering of the globules is broken and the butter damaged.
Ey scalding milk, all the germs are
destroyed and it will keep from 24 to 36
hours longer; when scalded at a temper-

Family Fend.

A New Albany, Ind., correspondent ot
the Sun describes a terrible tragedy, re
suiting from a long standing lend, of reOn Tue*cent occurrence in that vicinity.
day night last, Thomas Moody, a prominent and highly
respected citizen was
shot dead as he was about enteriug his
house. Scores of excited men ran to the
place whence the report ot the double decharge of a shot-gun proceeded, ami there
found Mr. Moody lying bleeding and pros
trate on the ground, surrounded bv hthree brothers, who had come troiii the
fiouse on hearing the cries of the victim
tnis trial, for the prisoner was well known for aid. The wounded mffn was carried
in the town, and had always been supposed into the house, and then it was ascertainThe anxiety was intense to ed that he had evidently been shot with a
to be honest.
know whether lie would really be proved double-barreled shot gun, heavily loaded
a criminal.
with buckshot, as his body was filled with
The case seemed to be going against the shot. Four were found in the gate
the accused, for one or two other people and six in the door, oneot which penetrathad been summoned, who testified that, ed
through the door and sunk into the
“to the best of their knowledge and beFrom Mr. Moody’s antemortem
stairway.
lief,” they had seen the man in or about statement it appears that the first shot
the bank at 1 o'clock on the day when the was tired
just as he was opening the gate,
check was passed.
the four buckshot taking effect in hi-s right
All the known evidence was in, and to
hip. He then turned around and faced
the last, save the statements ot a few the assassin, who was concealed behind
friends as to his previous good character, a tence, some
thirty paces distant, ami
nothing in his behalf beyond his unsup- hidden from observation by the shadow ot
ported word had been brought forward.
Then came the second discharge
a stable.
i he prosecuting attorney arose anti the load
taking effect in his abdomen, a-d
formally recounted tiie strong points in two shots str'king his left arm and breaktthe case, dwelling especially on the failure
ing it. He fell to the ground and tlie
of the prisoner to prove an alibi, i. e., to sassin
eserped. What adds a peculiar inshow to the satisfaction of the Court that terest to the affair is that some time
ay
lie was elsewhere than in the bank at the the house of the
Moody family occupied
moment of the crime when suddenly, to
brotherhis
three
by the present victim,
the unspeakable astonishment of all pres- and
Mary Tolliver, a widowed sister, waent, a queer voiee from a distant part of attacked by fifteen armed men. who made
the room exclaimed:
a desperate effort to murder the.entire
■■Hut I can tell where lie was.”
household and burn the house.
I lie assassins began then4 att e
'*>
Everybody turned to look at the speaker \v ho
Yvas none other than our friend
throwing three jugs of benzine through
Dan. lie stood Yvith his mouth wide open, I the windows into the room occupied by
clutching his cap Yvith one hand, and with I Dr. Thomas Moody, at the suin' tinethe other nervously poking his tousled
throwing a number of large turpedoc.
hair. Everybody laughed.
loaded with buokshot, nails, sepwvs, ami
“Silence !” roared the crier, in a fierce other missiles into the room' on tIn•
tone, and then assuming that the boy in- ground floor, setting fire to the furniture
tended to make sport, lie ordered him to and bedding. Meantime they w. :■ tiiioi
sit down.
into the house with revolvers and gun
“No,” drawled out Dan, “I guess 1 Mr. Dee, the man employed by tin M >di
won’t.”
as a farm hand, was shot tlvr
Of course that set the crowd into a still
tliigh and through the back. Mrs T,1 i
louder uproar ot laughter. The crier made ver was
injured slightly bv some >d tin
an attempt to get at the boy.
missiles from the torpedoes and badly
ly rr.
“Stop !” cried the judge, in a voice that burned by fire. Mr. Ihomas M
tv as heard in all parts of the room.
out ot the house and was sin it in tin bank,
As soon as silence was obtained he the ball
coming out ot his breast, but lie
turned toward Dan, Yvho Yvas still standescaped from the scene of the u:i ig<\
and aroused a neighbor named Hub. w ln>
ing =
“Young man, do you know anything gave the alarm. Suspicion point I
nn-.l
about litis case ?”
family living in the neighborhood.
“Yes, sir,” replied^ Dan, slowly. “I Tolliver, as the ringleader'in the d m <*■ f
knoYY'—”
ly outrage. It seems that about
M
“1 don't Yvant to hear that yet,” inter- before the attack, the sister oi :
rupted the judge. “Conte this way.'' The brothers married a wealthy widow ••!■
shrewd magistrate knew the youngster ed Tolliver, the father of the pait;.
D
well enough to surmise that he would pected of making the attack.
\
;
neither care nor dare to be fooling at such grown up son and daughters hitt
a time.
posed the match, and made it exceed _■
>h m-i
Dan, all stained and spotted, picked Ins unpleasant for the young wife
'.vay out ol the crowd and walked forward alter the marriage the aged bridegro. u.
A curious spectacle he was, met a violent death, being thrown by
to the bench.
with his uncouth form and dress, and a runaway horse, and a terrible quoin,
The judge leaned arose as to the manner ot disposing -•! h
mass ot white hair.
forward and said something to him in a large property. These bickering led t
very low lone, and then Dan whispered feud between the two lamilies, mid n had
back to the judge.
Soon the people saw been frequently prophesied that it w uisi
the judge smile and nod his head.
lead to bloodshed. It is thought that th
"All." said they to one another, "our assassin came from Illinois, and was h
Dan has turned up something view. It's to commit the deed by the Tollivers
reward ot §1000 has been offered i" tie.
just like him."
Their surmises were turned to certainty arrest and conviction of the murderer o,
when the. judge announced. “This young Thomas Moody, and <!ov. Hendricks wi.
mail will produce important evidence for
offer a rewan.1 of at least on equal arunm
The excitement
the defense."
on behalf ot the Mate.
I >an made his way out of the court room • he surrounding country is rapidly inercaand disappeared. In ten minutes he came ing. and every effort will be made by tieback again breathless, lie had never been authorities and the people to bring t!
known to run before.
guilty parties to justice.
In his hand he had a paper as large as
the cover of a geography. 1 his he handed
A Little Romance.
to the
judge. The judge looked at it
About two months ago Mr-. I.ui
seriously. Then he looked at the prisoner.
Then at the paper again. In a moment he Thompson, a handsome young widow,
arrived in San Francisco from Uadung
looked up, and said :
ton, in search of employment. 11*" Ini'
“Clerk, administer the oath to this boy
band was an officer in the army, and had
Dan was sworn.
1 cannot repeat his testimony hero, but fallen upon the lieldof*batt!c; she brought
bo sure it was drolly worded and disjoint- with her letters oi introduction trom*
A" Mai
ed enough.
It made everybody laugh, prominent officials in the first
Her year
Postmaster-General's office.
even while it interested them profoundly.
The substance of il was that on the day were on the sunny side of thirty. Sicwhen the forged cheek was passed he was was a prepossessing blonde, and witlm:
lady, with a vivaeioutaking photographs between 1:1 in. and :i a well-educated
in her head, she bad served as
p. m. Among the pictures he made one of tongue
clerk in one ot the departments at V. isli
a man who was standing in the window ot
ington, but her health tailing, she threw
a building on the opposite side ot the
T im man that he photographed up her situation and went to Californ a.
street.
hoping to regain in its salubrious edmul
was the prisoner at the bar.
She applied in
and strength
Immediately there was a general buzz her health
i
in the court room. The prisoner's pale vain at the mint and at the Post-dli
face Hushed, and lie gazed it Dan with a the city for something to d**.
A prominent official, whose voice hud
look of joyful gratitude.
lb.it there was still a very important once been heard in the halls ot Congr*"
in her be halt and eu
question to bo settled. “At what time ex- interested himsclt some
deavored to secure
light o. cupat."
actly was that photograph taken?”
a last m
1 bm took the picture, amt looked at it for her, lading in winch and as
the young lady started out a- a Is*, k
sort,
closely.
siie solicited subscribers win
I here's the clock on St. Luke's Church, canvasser,
In one nt tii
suecesbut
indifferent
that
corner
said
in
he.
there,”
pointing
up
a.i old*-1 i>
to the place, and handing the picture hack offices visited by her slio met
bachelor named Watson. He was a mil
to the judge.
wi.c to mak"
The judge looked again, holding the lionaire, and needeil only a
him happy, lie immediately made inwit
careto
the
and
light
paper up
turning
book-canvasser. and with:
tuliy around. By the dial here," said he, to the forlorn
met h * i
“it was jii-l one o’clock at the instant twenty hours alter they had
was aeeepteil
which
the
question,
popped
was
taken."
when the picture
The jury and the counsel now examined They were married on the following day
ot the Ajax, to Portlan i
the photograph, minutely. It could not and on the trip
we:.;
be disputed, there was the indentieal man. the newly-wedded and happy pair
:
and there was the proof that he was not in home. Another lady has undertake:.
I
the bank at the moment when the forged finish the work begun by tb happy
r\Vashington Chronicle.
check was

VOLUME

it will produce a little
more butter, and yet the practice is not
to be recommended as you thereby drive
out the volatile oils which give the flavor
ature ot 130

Starlight.

deg.

or aroma.

In carrying milk to the factories, keep
the night and morning milk in separate
Sometimes in hot ueathet it will
cans.
be necessary to cool the milk at night.
This can ordinarily be done by exposure
in open vessels to the night air.
When the cream rises on the night milk
turn on the morning milk and it will wash
the cream in, or you may leave out the
night’s milk, using only the cream, which
is the Stilton method.
I should recommend cheese factories to
connect therewith the manufacture of butter; the average product of the factories
is better than the butter of private dairies.
If, however, no use was made ot the
skimmed milk there, it might be more
profitable to make butter in September
and afterward at home, in order that it
might be consumed there.
In churning, the best results are obtained by a yielding pressure rather than
bv friction; and therefore a dash churn is
better than a rotary churn, as the tendency
of the latter is to crush the globules into
grease. With a rotary churn or a small
dash, you get two or three gatherings of
globules from one mess. The dash should
lie three quarters the diameter of the
churn, without any holes in it, and concave
on the bottom, so that when it tails upon
the cream it will be separated from it by
an air cushion, which will prevent too
rough breaking of the globules, lty this
method you cannot get. a second churning
from the same cream. When the butter
comes, don't iile the dash out; put in cold
water and gather the granules together,
thus saving all working out of Llie buttermilk by hand, and only kneading enough
Churn at 38 dug. with
to get the salt in.
the cream a little sour, about 33 strokes to
the minute, and butter will come in an
hour.
In a creamery, dashers of different
sizes have been tried, and while one three
quarters the diameter ot the churn brought
butter in an hour, one half that size required more than two hours, and then butter was found in churning the buttermilk.
As a dash of large size will work hard, it
will not be best to force it entirely through
the cream; and in all large dairies some
additional power, like that of dogs or
sheep, or wind, water or stream is frequently used in the manufacture of butter.
We close our report ot this lecture, although not complete, and possibly slightly
inaccurate, by endorsing the following statement from The Maine Farmer;

they

BY CELIA TIIAXTKH.

The chill, sail evening wind of winter blows
Across the headland, bleak and hare and high,'
Rustling the thin, dry grass that sparsely grows,
And shivering whispers like a human sigh.
The sky is thick with stars that sparkle keen.
And great Capella in the clear northeast
Rolls slowly bv the cloudless heaven serene.
And the stern uproar of the sea lias ceased.

fleeting moment, and the earth seems dead—
So still, so sad, so lonely, and so cold!
Snow-dust beneath me and above mv head
Star-dust in blackness, like thick-sprinkled

A

gold.
The stars of fire, the tiny stars of ice.
The awful whirling worlds in space that wheel,
The dainty crystal’s delicate device—
One hand has fashioned both—and T. who
kneel
Hereon this winter night, 'twist stars and snow,
As transient as a snowflake and us weak,
Yearning like all mv fellow men to know
His hidden purpose that no voice may speak.
In silent awe I watch his words; I see
Mighty Capella’s.signal, and I know
The steady beam of light that reaches me
Left the" great orb full seventy years ago.
A human life-time! Reason strives in vain
To grasp at time and space, and evermore
Thought, weary grown and baffled, must again
Retrace its slow steps to the humble door

Of wistful patience, there to watch and wait
Devoutly, till at last Death's certain hand,
Imperious, opens wide the mystic gate
Between

us

and the future He has

planned.

Yea, Death alone. But shall Death conquer all?
Love fights and pleads in anguish of despair,
Sooner shall great Capella wavering fall
Than any voice

respond

to

his wild prayer.

And vet. what fire divine makes hope to glow
Through the pale ashes of our earthly fate?
Immortal hope, above all joy, below
All depths ofpaiu wherein we strive and wait!
Dull is our sense; nearing we do not hear,
And seeing, see not; yet we vaguely feel
Somewhere is comfort in the darkness drear,
And, hushing doubts and fears, we learn to
kneel.
and silence! Dumb are sky and sea.
death the awful spaces lie;
Speechless the hitter wind blows over me,
Sad as the breathing of a human sigh.

Starlight
Silent

as

j From

the Galaxy.]

Rainy Evening at Mount Desert.
The lurid, deceptive gleams of the setting sun faded away ; the gray fog slowly

A

again, and soon settled into
pitiless drizzle, worse even than anything that had come before.
seven days and
For a whole week
nights —we at Bar Harbor had watched

drifted back
a

—

The New York Sun has the following
from Fort Griffin, Texas, under date of
February 5:
Lute McCabe lives about fifteen miles
above here at the “Stone Ranche” on the
Clear Fork of the lirazos River. Yesterday afternoon lie was out as usual “rounding up" the cattle, and was riding leisurely along, little dreaming that a band of
blood-thirsty and savage Indians were
concealed in a cluster of bushes just before
him, eagerly awaiting his approach, they
were seven
in number, three mounted
and four on loot. Awaiting until he had
come
within twenty or thirty paces of
them, Lute was startled by the sudden
discharge of their guns, the whistling ot
balls, and their demoniac war-whoop.
The

men

“Probably

man

ever

imparted

in the

number of hearers
at an agricultural meeting in this state, so
much information as did Prof. Arnold in
the two hours lie spoke.” [Port. Press.
same

time to the

Lute

same

Fight.

M'Cabe’s

from the breech of his
earliine Hew lip into his face, his horse, uttering a loud groan, sprang up high in the

splinters

torn

ran ; while Lute,
himself was fortunate enough to escape
with only a flesh wound in the leg. With
that swift instinct which a sudden danger
often inspires, Lute in an instant had his
pistol drawn, and half turning in his saddle, began emptying its contents at his
pursuers. The mounted Indians were
dashing after him at lull speed, and tiring
their revolvers as they came. The other
four had ascended a small eminence, and
A ball from
wore tiring with their rilles.
one of the lormer scraped Lute’s head and
carried off his hat. Lute says lie at first
thought the top oi his skull had been torn
open, but was satisfied on that point when
utter leeling for his brains, he tailed to find
them.
in the meantime liis own firing had not
been without effect. He first shot down
two of the horses the Indians were riding,
then as he fired again he saw the belt
around the third mounted Indian fall trom
his body, and immediately after the Indian
fell himself. The other two Indians ran
to his assistance, while one of those further behind caught his horse. During
this time, as was afterward ascertained,
he had run about three hundred yards, had
emptied his pistol, returned it to the holster, and had just drawn his Winchester
carbine, when a shot from one of the Indians on the eminence went through his
horse’s loins and brought him down. Lute
lost no time in seeking a shelter in an excavation among the rocks.
J1 is dog during nis liignt naa kept close
to his horse’s heels, and now followed him
to the edge ot his place of shelter, where
he took up his position and began to furiously bay at the Indians. No amount of
persuasion could induce this faithful animal to come down and share his master’s
shelter; but he kept at his post, exposed
to a constant fire, until a shot front one of
the Indians ended his guard duty forever.
Four ol the Indians, having secured
places of shelter within about one hundred

air, and then wheeling,

him, kept up

pretty constant
fire, which was returned by Lute for an
hour or more, until the approach of night
when the Indians disappeared, and Lute,
cautiously creeping from his hiding-place

yards

of

a

made his way home. The splinters of rock
torn up by the balls striking near his head
considerably lacerated his face.
The next morning an examination of
the ground was made by several parties.
The three dead horses were found; the
trappings on one of them had been disturbed, showing that the Indians must have
left hurriedly, as it is their custom to seThe
cure these things whenever possible.
belt mentioned above, with pistol holster
attached, was also found where Lute had
reported he had seen it fall. Iu front it
was
but a narrow strip of leather, and
bore the mark of the pistol ball which had
Under the river bank a
rent it in twain.
bloody blanket was found, on which the
wounded Indian had evidently been lying;
also several cloths and bandages saturated
in blood.
From all these signs there can
lie but little doubt that the Indian received a mortal wound, and died under the
hank while Lute was being held in his
hiding place to prevent his going home
and giving the alarm. From the empty
cartridge hulls found on the ground,-it is
evident that the Indians were supplied
Wesson
with needle-guns and Smith

pistols.
Sometimes

as our

friends

approach

the

world, it would seem as it they
it opening before them, and revealing

unseen
saw

them the forms of those whom they
had known and loved, ready to welcome
them into that higher sphere. Very pleasant are these glimpses of the eternal world
sometimes vouchsafed to God's children
on the earth.
1 would not lay any great
stress upon such
experiences. 15ut he who
in his own children has watched the
opening life and growth of a human soul unlolding into the graces and aifections of a
pure, rich, womanly nature, or into the
thoughtfulness and strength and lofty aspirations ot a young, generous manhood,
has seen a transformation more strange
and marvellous to us than any that might
await them when these immortal souls
put off their mortal garments and are clothed in immortality. [Key. Dr. Morison.
to

The women
their newspapers
could not gossip, tor there was nothing to
gossip about, and scandal Is a poisonous
of

plant that finds no foothold in the Healthy
atmosphere of Mt. Desert.
The irrepressible school girls, aided by
the Harvard freshmen, who for the notice

laid aside their dignity, had passed half
the day in shelling peanuts in preparation
for a grand candy frolic. Doing promised
undisturbed possession of the kitchen at
nine o’clock, they were quite content in
their prospective bliss, and looked on with
beaming faces at tlie restless dissatisfaction of their elders. A whist table was
arranged, and then a dozen serene souls
peace in their embroidery; as
many more paired off, wrapped in waterproofs and top boots, and found their enjoyment in mild flirtations in sheltered
nooks on the piazza. Some of 11s stood
listlessly by the work-table, and one ad-

sougllt

venturous

spirit attempted

to start a con-

versation by questions and comments upon
the many pretty trifles promoted to the
honor ot containing the various implements of feminine industry.
Uur dainty box ol sandal woou ueirayeu
its origin at once' by the subtile Oriental
odor, intensified by the warmth of the
room.
Another, quaint in form, of lacquer glittering with golden particles,
spoke as loudly of Japan, and one of Russia leather brought vividly to the eyes
and memories of some of us the mingled
delights and discomforts of the Vienna

Exposition.

have been the weeks since that night,
have yet been long enough to make
clear to her vision the great mystery ot
death. Thinking of her earnest eyes and
the depth of longing expressed in them,
I seem again to feel the caressing touch
of those white lingers, and to hear about
the rustle ot angels’ wings.
“Fanny,” said a manly voice from the
further corner *f the room, “you remember that pretty girl who used to visit at
Aunt Dora’s, in Beacon Street, when you
She certainly had no air of
were a child.
being gitted with second sight; and yet 1
can tell you of something connected with
her that is totally inexplicable by any
known laws that govern the universe.
Some years ago I went into Aunt Dora’s
one winter’s night, just before dinner, and
found aunty in great distress. Old John,
her coachman, had gone off suddenly on
one of his periodical sprees, and she had
n* one to send to the station to meet Miss
S. who was going to pay a long talked ot
visit.
“Aunty,1' I said, “don t Irct; 1 will go
with pleasure.'’ 1 easily set aside her
objection—that I had never seen the expected guest—and alter asking her to describe Miss S, 1 hurried off, reaching the
station just in time to see the long passenger train come in. I walked quickly
through the cars, and had little or no ditlieulty in finding Miss S. Prompt, however, as I flattered myself 1 had been in
before
my successful efforts, some one was
me, and as i reached the young lady. 1
found her greeting, with no little agita1
tion, my old friend Phil Andrews.
waited for a moment before either of
them noticed me, and then going forward, introduced myself to the lady, and
was kindly received by her.
“1 saw enough, however, in the brief
moments we three stood together, to convince mo that neither of them would have
complained of Aunt Dora had she neglected to send lor her guest. I was afterwards
told that Miss S. and Phil were engaged,
and only waited till prudence permitted
them to marry. All these facts, however,
were at that time only guessed at by me,
and had 1 known them 1 certainly could
not have found therein any explanation of
the state of painful agitation into which
Miss S. was evidently plunged.
“What is it, sweetheart ?” 1 heard Phil
whisper tenderly. “Are you ill ?”
“Mo, no!” she answered huskily. “1
am foolish and nervous.'’
“Has any one dared to insult you?”
asked l’hil, with a leroeious air.
“Indeed, no,” said Miss S.; “it is only
the old story.”
Phil looked troubled and annoyed, but
said no more, and Miss S., turning away
silently, struggled for composure. The
luggage was at last found, and we all
soon stood in my aunt’s warmed, welllighted, and dower-scented rooms.
Aunty received Miss .S. with loving
arms, and 1 heard her say, ‘Well, deary,
has all gone well with you to-day ?’
as

the sky; at least we had watched it
whenever the shifting togs permitted us a
glimpse of the heavens above.
The weatherwise now shook their heads,
and Captain Rodick himself no longer ventured to enliven us with cheerful promises
ot “a sunny day to-morrow, and a sky,
miss, every bit as blue as your eyes.'1
The implied compliment, or perhaps
the sublime trust manifested by the captain—our host—had, up to this time, invigorated us, but now we rebelled, and
sturdily refused longer to pin our taith to
the ancient mariner.
Repeated disappointments had destroyed all beliet in
him.
\\ e were at an end, too, it seemed 10
all our resources.
our weary souls, ot
Our prim a donna assoluta was hoarse; it
must be confessed that our demands upon
The
her good nature had been merciless.
glorious voice of our contralto had been
smothered by the logs. The tenor had
turned sulky, and the basso, no longer robusto, was vanquished by a cold in the head.
Charades had been played to the bitter
The steamer being weather bound
end
at Southwest Harbor had deprived the

no
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That something definite was intended
by the question was certain from the earnestness of the girl’s tone as she answered : ‘Aunt Dora,’—all young people

called her aunt—‘1 never could have summoned courage to travel by rail to-day,
had it not been to visit you.’
Phil took las leave, and Miss S., accompanied by her hostess, soon went to her

apartment, my aunt begging me to
remain until she came down again, which,
however, was not until I had grown very
tired waiting for her.
Auntie came in with a worried expression on her gentle face.
“Were i in the least superstitious," she
said, as she took the easy chair 1 had drawn

own

“And Phil!” 1 said hurriedly reading
only to iind his name among the injured. Weeks passed before Phil was sufficiently recovered to be brought to his
mother's house, and a still longer time
elapsed before the name of Miss S. passed
his lips.
“You remember,” he said to me one
night, breaking a long, sad silence—“you
remember the strange and persistent warnings received by Christine—warnings to
which she paid so little heed, to which we
were all so shamefully indifferent—but
you do not know,” he continued, “all the
details of the tragedy. 1 must unseal my
lips to you now, tor if I lie here longer,
and brood in solitude over the mystery
and horror of it all, I shall certainly go

dream in itself is

singular

singular

from its vivid-

iron the fact that

in its many repetitions the details never
vary.
“But,” 1 exclaimed with, 1 admit, lamentable lack of gallantry, “win- m tinname ot wonder is ,Miss S. so stupid as to
go to sleep in the ears if their motion or
their noise gives her bad dreams ?"
She does not really sleep,” cried my
aunt energetically; “she is, I think, in a
mesmeric trance.”
“Pshaw!” 1 answered ; “that is all nonsense.
Let us hear the dream, however.”
And my aunt, prefacing her story with
the entreaty that Miss S. should never
know that the subject had been mentioned
to me, went on to say that Miss S. could
only be induced to give a vague description of noise, hurry and confusion, of pain
and anguish, not as endured by hersclt,
but as going on about her. From all this

confusion, however,

soon

emerged

one

central figure, and that a woman’s head,
crowned by a braid of blonde hair fastened
by knots ot black velvet. This head seemed to be elevated above a surging crowd,
and to be borne slowly past the windows
ot the car.
“Ot course,” said my aunt,
“I told her she had fallen asleep, and that
she had dreamed of some tragic event in
the French Revolution—of the Princess
Lamballe, perhaps.”
“At the same time,” continued my superstitious aunt, “I could not but shudder
as 1 glanced at her own fair hair, and tinknots of black velvet that adorned it."

Here again a rustic panier reminded us
ot the pretty girl from whom we purchased it—the fresh, sunny morning, the
Swiss village, and the glory of Mont
Blanc in the distance.
And this odd, many-sided box ol mosaic wood. Surely Genoa was its birthplace; and this fantastic, bedizened, came
as surely from Mentone.
My dear boy,” she continued, with a reAmong them all we must not forget the
slender canoe of birch bark holding knit- proachful look at my unimpressed, smiling
ting needles, nor yet the willow baskets countenance—“you must remember that
made by our North American Indians, of this dream or trance, or whatever you
whom the dear Professor said such a please to call it, is not a thing that has occlever thing when he deplored their lack curred once or twice, but dozens ot times
Remember, too,
ot individuality, and called them a bundle in the last live years.
that Miss S. has never had any lear ol any
of instincts and a tomahawk.
But the leader of the forlorn hope was accident to herself, that she does not resoon discouraged.
People would not talk, gard the dream as any premonition, or
and no one threw back the conversational indeed as in any way personal, and dreads
its recurrence only as a shock to her
ball.
By far the greater number of the girls nerves.”
and men were still unoccupied, when sud“Butaunty,” 1 questioned; “is the head
denly some one—of course a woman—had seen but once in each dream ? And whose
are the features of the face ?”
a bright thought, and the words "Stories
“The head,” answered my aunt gravely,
—ghost stories!” were passed about.
Finally the small parlor was taken vio- “is carried on a pike as it were, many
lent possession of, and all persons who times to and fro. (Jr, as Miss S. describes
would give no promise of personal exer- the scene, a procession of heads all alike,
tion for the entertainment of the evening and giving the impression of being one
and the same, are borne slowly past tin;
were politely informed that a good tire
and bright light were burning else where. windows of the ear, in the glare of torches.
One young woman of dramatic instincts The poor child has never seen the features,
at once proceeded to manipulate the for tho face is always covered by a delicate, half transparent handkerchief in the
lamps.
She turned them far down, and we, in corner of which is a coronet and cipher of
delicate embroidery. Miss S. says that
our keen desire that the misc en seme
should be perfected, were politely oblivi- she is conscious of a vivid curiosity at
each recurrence of this dream only as to
ous to the odor of kerosene oil.
Wood was added to the lire, and bright the cipher on the handkerchief; site never
eyes shone like stars from out the dim thinks whose features it veils.”
“1 Hare not, continued
corners of the room, where the girls were
my aunt, “counseated on the floor in picturesque groups, sel her never to travel by rail, lest 1 should
lighted only by the flickering flames. inspire her with tears which hitherto she
The men went for their gay-colored rugs, has never felt. For alas! I leel absolutely
and established themselves at the feet oi certain that some fearful accident will hapthe belles dames, much as if they were pen to her!”
“Some fearful accident will happen to
picknicking at Great Head.
At last, all these important arrange- me,” 1 said laughing, “if I sit
longer by
ments being completed, everybody was this too tempting fire.
I must be off and
ready to listen; but who should begin ? to bed, lor I have a long journey before
The drawing of lots was suggested, and me to-morrow.”
the first story was told by a saturnine inThe next day I went South, and was dedividual, who made us all shiver by a tained there week after week. Spring in
clever tale, in which skeletons- and skulls fact reached Boston belore I did.
Of
course 1 at once went to call on Aunt
played no mean part.
Then followed some extraordinary spir- Dora, whom 1 found rather out of spirits
itual developments, as narrated by a en- and lonely, as Miss S. had left her a day
A fair-haired girl, or two before,
thusiastic believer.
having been suddenly sumwho sat at my side, leaned forward, with moned to the far West by an invalid sister.
While we sat talking in the soft dusky
slender hands closely locked together, her
lips half parted, listening with breathless twilight, the servant entered with the eveinterest. “Ah!” she murmured, as silence ning paper. 1 took it from his hand, and
fell upon us, “it I could but know that carelessly opening it, my eye fell upon the
the dead were permitted to revisit the heading “Fearful Railroad Accident.”
First on the list of “killed” was the
earth. If 1 could but believe that they
might return to bring consolation and name of Miss S. My aunt saw my agitahope to those whom they have loved and tion, and insisted on being told its cause.
Thankful enough was I, that she was not
left.”
Dear child! She knows all now. Few alone when the sad intelligence reached her.

Story for the Boys.

The queerest fellow, without exception,
in nil Wexford, was Daniel Battles, lie
was 1G years of age, yet he had the reputation of possessing as much knowledge
about odd and out of-the-way things as
any ten average lads. lie was believed
to have an intimate acquaintance with
every trout in the streams, and every bird
in the woods, and every rabbit in the burrows.
He had the largest collection of
birds’ eggs to be found in the country;
and it was reported and solemnly believed
by all the small boys in the neighborhood,
that lie had a secret understanding with
the kingfishers and orioles, by which they
agreed to surrender one egg of each litter
to him, in consideration of his promise
crazy."
to let all the others alone.
In vain did I beg my poor friend to wait
He was always taking up some new idea
until he was stronger.
to work out, and it’ lie did not know all
“Ishall never be stronger,” he exclaimabout
things, lie really seemed to
ed, “until I have spoken. You know.” he know amany
little about everything. He knew
shudder
shook
as
a
convulsive
murmured,
how to print, how to bleed horses, how to
the bench on which he lay, “that Christine
run tlie telegraph instrument, how to culwas killed instantly—but
you do not know tivate silk-worms, how to make tiie most
that 1 was not at her side at the moment
noises with his hands, how to
of the accident; I was in the smoking car, outrageous
how to write backwards, how
and was not myself hurt at that time. My graft pears,
to play checkers with his eyes shut, and,
were
from
the
received
afterward,
injuries
in short, he knew how to do everything
fa11 of a burning beam of the station house.
that came in his way to learn.
When Miss S. was found the body was deOne day the neighbors opened their
capitated ; the guillotine itself might have
and pricked up their ears at the news
eyes
done the dreadful deed. In my anguish
that Dan had taken up photography; not
no thought of her dreams came to me.
that they were astonished, for they had long
But when a pitying woman’s hand veiled
ceased to be astonished at anything Dan
with tender reverence the pale, tranquil
but they were interested in his enterfeatures of my dead love, and I saw the did,
though regarding it simply as anprise,
masses of fair hair all undisturbed, there
other freak of a curious genius.
Phil was silent.
came a flash of memory.”
“Well, well,” said they, shrugging
At last he spoke, "(live me that desk,
their shoulders. “Dan is an odd stick.
dear friend.”
It's about time lie went into something
Reluctantly ami with many fears, I useful. Photography, eh?”
him.
He
took
from
tremit, with
gave it
The report was true. Dan had obtained
bling, emaciated fingers, a small package. a camera ot good size, and lie was experiReverently opened it, lie unfolded a deliwith it, up in his “den,” in one
in the corner was the menting
cate handkerchief,
end of his mother’s garret.
coronet, under it the cipher—all as had
It would lie hard to imagine a more unbeen foreshadowed to Miss S.
chaotic-looking place than Dan's
tidy,
Phil's
said
“Yes,”
trembling voice, “den.” It was full of bottles, old cloths,
“here it is. That day we had noticed and
bits of machinery, musical instruadmired a French woman, evidently of jars,
ments,
carpenter’s tools, old maps, torn
rank, whose seat was near ours, and sbe
of paint and chemicals,
it was who completed the dream’s fulfil- pictures, pots
fragments of old machines, smiled birds,
ment.”
and it smelled so fearfully that no
“As Phil uttered these words his sister etc.;
one but Dan could ever stay in it long
entered the room with peremptory injuncenough to make an inventory ol the contions to silence.”
tents.
“I was only permitted to clasp his hand
Dan was as odd looking a character as
in warm sympathy, and to say good night
one would be iikely to see in a year s
And the
to him, as I now do to you all.”
travel. He was thin and lank in the body
speaker hastily left the room.
and legs. His head was large, and lie had
The lire gave one expiring flicker. The
a light blue eye, and long whitish hair,
pale moon, shining through a drift in the which he rarely combed, and which stragat
the
small
in
clouds,
glanced
hurrying
gled about all over his head, as it the rats
w inclows.
had made nests in it the last time he slept.
Silence claimed us for her own. The
lie was not much of a talker. He genmade
its
had
ot
our
friend
strong emotion
kept silent and stared. Nobody
erally
mark. We all wished ourselves safe in
knew what an amount of thinking he did
our bods.
At last one lover of Shakesmeanwhile, and, in fact, many who
peare murmured under his breath.
at his “greenness” had to confess
laughed
and
in
heaven
earth.
There are more things
afterward that lie not only saw ail that
Horatio.
was going on,but knew more about what he
Thau are dreamt of in your philosophy.
saw than the smartest ol them.
M. N. S.
And so ended the seance.
Dan went on with his

photographing

lie learned to take
very good pictures, but he was tar trom
satisfied. He grew thoughtful and almost
melancholy, and went about more careless
of his looks than ever. Hi- lingers wen
always stained black and brown with
acids that lie could not wash oil, and his
clothing always gave out the peculiar
scent of “collodion/'
1 Ian's mother began really to be anx ious
The boy was growing up a loose Juck-atall trades, but without any peculiar turn
for one profitable calling, it was necessary that lie should begin to earn money
pretty soon, and she was anxious that lie
should choose some business and stick to
it. She took the boy in hand and expostukill'd with him. Hail looked distressed.
“Tm trying to do something, mother.
I'm just getting hold of it now, I gues-. i
1 oniy want a little more, time,'
'This was about as long a speech as Dan
was in the habit or making at one time
His mother was pacified, and for the presest let him alone.
Two or three more weeks slipped by.
Dan made pictures of everybody iie could
get before his camera, lie photographed
He photographed
the cat and her kittens.
his “den"’ and all its miscellaneous trumpery. lie photographed the, boys in the
street, and lie photographed buildings,
fences and trees.
Still he did not succeed to his mhid.
His pictures lacked the peculiar shading or
“tone" that lie wanted. His dream was
to achieve this, which he believed would
not only make them very beautiful, but
give him a large and profitable custom.
He labored incessantly, now trying this
plan, and now tty ing that, but without any
perfect result.
lu the course of his experiments out ot
his garret window, Dan made street pictures of people Doth near and remote, in
divers attitudes, and at nearly all hours ol
the day. Dan took them in single figures
and ingroups; he took them looking up
and looking down; making gestures or
sitting still; he took them as they stood in
windows and us they walked below him or
rode past in carriages. Many of the
photographs were clear and good, but still
the subtle finish was wanting. Dan could
not realize his dream. Finally his mother
for several weeks.

Time Brings its Changes.

Washing to n'comopomkuec Pittsburg I.eiuh-!-. ]
There entered upon the floor of the
house to-day a pompous, seedy-looking
man, whose bombastic views could not
help awakening a -mile among the people
in the galleries. To the old habitues of
the capitol liiis man’s presence awakened
many memories of an excited past, when
partisan hatred ran riot in the legislative
halls of the capitol. The man was dailies
M. Ashley, ex-congressman from Ohio, a
man whose name will go down in history
I

< >f him nothing
as Impeachment Ashley.
towards the lire for her” “1 should implore
else will be known.
Miss S. never to put her toot within a railBeyond the one tact that he was the man
way car again. 1 must tell you, Phil, the I who introduced in the house, the
proposistrangest story. I don't know whether to tion to
impeach Andy Johnson there is
call it a dream or a trance. You will
in his life to make him worthy of
doubtless pul it down as merely imagina- nothing
remembered, lie is a man below
tion ; it is nevertheless true that for years being
the medium size, stout in figure. His lace
Miss S. has never traveled by train withis one indicative of the commonplace, and
out having a most singular dream.
The

ness; but more

A

on,

shaded

an expression of imporabsurd
11 is taco is bare of
whiskers. t!i-, hair, however, is his strong
point. It may he a trifle thin on top, but
below the -crown of the skull it falls awav
in luxui hint, cardltaily-eurled ringlets, the
pride of their owner, lie walks with a
strut and an assumption of importance
that are very entertaining.
He is now completely run to seed, it is
doubtful that lie could be elected to the
post of village constable in his native county in Ohio. 11 i s last political post was the
governorship of .Montana, lie was appointed during Grant’s hrst term. lie is
out of place—completely “done."
now
When he last introduced ids resolution in
tlie house, in 1807, to impeach Johnson,
there was a general laugh. The resolution then went over tor several months
before it came up again.
There is a notable difference in the position of these two men to-day. Ashley,
the man who tried to drag down Andy
Johnson, is now an impecunious placeseeker—an object of contempt to liis political associates. .Johnson i s an honored
member of the I’nited States senate, at
.whose election nearly the whole country
rejoices, so great lias been the revulsion of
feeling in lavr ot him.
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days ago a hearse arrived from
Rochester, New York, consigned to EastA low

erday & Morgan, nl this city. The hearse
was transported from the shop in Roches-

change of cars trom the flat
which it was originally placed. Before
shipment the mauulacturers placed a large
box over it to protect it trom the weather.
The box rested on the axles, inside the
wheels, being long enough to extend from
the rear over the dashboard in front. Owing to the construction of the driver's seat
on the hearse, the corners of the box extended far enough to allow room tor the
body of a man to pass between the box at
that point and the hearse. The front and
rear of the vehicle is so constructed as to
swing open, and thereby hangs the tale.
This was noticed by some one who silently
contemplated how easy it would be to save
a few cents and see the
country where
strawberries grow as large as hen’s eggs
all the year round, and then pounced off
to lay in a stock of provisions.
These he
procured, and poked them through the
cavity between the hearse and the box,
after which he followed. Once within the
wooded sepulcher, it is thought lie waited
a song oi
praise, tor there reposed a large
box
partially filled with silver-plated casket trimmings, etc., which had been packed
in straw and shavings, as also the seat
cushions. After arranging his corned-beef,
ter without

on

bread, sardines, hermetically-sealed cabbage. and a quantity of tobacco, ho arranged the ornaments in the box so as to

leave a nice place in the center for him to
repose in. And then, after taking a drink
and a chaw of tobacco, he reclined amid
the straw and line shavings, and quietly
snickered. The appearance of this suffering soul as he laid back and ejaculated the
nicotine from between his ruby lips against
the plate-glass sides of that hearse must
have been satisfactory. As was seen by
the remnants left in his lodgings, his appetite remained substantial throughout the
journey ; but his amiable weakness seems
to have been in lining the glass walls ot
his sanctum with tobacco juice. A highlycolored, short-stemmed pipe, found in the
corner, gave proof that it was not allowed
to rust with inactivity, and told how vacation between meals was sometimes passed.

Always

there is seed being sown silentand unseen, and everywhere there come
sweet llowers without our foresight or labor. We reap what we sow, but Nature
has love over and above that justice, and
gives us blossom and fruit that spring
front no planting ot ours. [George Elliot.

ly

heggeu min lo stop ms amusement yas
she called it) and go into a store, or some
business where he might support himself.
Dan shook his head.
“Can’t, mother.”
“But, Dan, 1 cannot afford to give you
much more money for the acids you
want.”
“Ah!” said Dan. lie shook his head
once more and looked very dejected.
lie was at his wits’ end. lie believed
he was on the very verge of an important
discovery. He only wanted a little more
money. Where should the money come
from ?
This was a trying question. He would
not imagine that any one would ever loan
him enough cash to carry out his projects,
and he did not think of any way to earn
He went to his “den,”
a sufficient sum.
and sal down in the midst ol his bottles
and rubbish, feeling uncommonly blue.
There was his camera upon its three long
legs, with its black muliler drawn eareiully
over it, and with its brass nose pointed out
into the cold air.
The boy’s thoughts pointed the same
way. lie must go out in the cold and
find something to do, or some day lie might
have to stay out in the cold. He descended to the street, and wandered about the
town moody and distressed.
About this time a trial was in progress
A man was charged with
at the court.
passing a forged cheek at the bank. The
teller who paid the money fully indentitied
the prisoner, described his movements
and related what was said between them
at the time with the greatest minuteness.
On the other hand, the accused indignantly denied the charge, and protested
that he was not in nor near the bank at
the time alleged, but in the office of a
friend on B-street. He remembered
his whereabouts, for his arrest was not
so long after the presentation of the cheek
but that all his movements on that day
remained distinctly in his mind. From the
lirst he continued to assert his innocence,
and declared that the teller had mistaken
him for some other man.
Unfortunately tor him, lie was obliged
to admit that he was alone in his friend’s
office at the hour in question, and he failed
to produce any witness beside himself to
prove definitely where he was, though he
had made every effort to do so. It was a
question of veracity, man against man,
but the clear and very positive statement
of the teller against the accused, and the
possibility of some motive presumed to
exist in the man’s financial circumstances,
had decided the Bank Directors, considering the interests at stake, to hold him to
answer at the next session of the Court.
And now the day of his trial had come.
Everybody was extremely interested in

■

■

■■

■■

passed.

The teller was once more placed upon
the stand, lie was confused by the evidence he had heard, and was by no means
At last lie
as positive as he was before.
reluctantly admitted that lie might be
laboring under a mistake. And upon that,
he retired into tlie crowd with an appearance of great chagrin.
He was
Dan’s triumph was complete
a hero.
People forgot his strange dress
and his wild looking head, and actually
“lionized” him. The prisoner was discharged. lie instantly went to Dan. and,
seizing both hands, exclaimed:
“You have saved mo. You shall have
you want. 1 cannot do enough
io show you my gratitude."
From that moment Dan’s star began to
rise, lie had money enough to continue

anything

his experiments, and he eventually discovered a process by which he succeeded
arable
in obtaining the richest and most
photographs that are now taken. He still
keeps the old camera that made hi for-
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the whole country as early as
November, was still lomul the next Apr
covering the fences. The Boston l’o-t B
for Jan. 12th, reports a tent cn the < harles
river tor the entertainment ot travellei
l’he Boston News Letter for March titli.
tells us that "people ride every day tnmi
Stratford, Conn t- Long Island, whd a ithree leagues.” Even as tar east as Non
London, we are told that the "ice extend
ed into the sound as tar as could I'.- see
from the town; and that Fisher'- Island
was united to the mainland by a s did fed
On March 28th, the Boston New- Bette:
reports that the people living on 1 homo
son's Island had crossed over to i torehest.
to church on the ice for the iilteen pree. d

tune.

ing Sundays.

Met.
Goxstan t Visitations.
talk ot the visitation ot (rent as if it was
something tiiat was very extraordinary
and happened very seldom, and when it
eameonlv brought evil, harm and sorrow.
If a man lives on in health, they say he
lives by the strength of his own constitution ; if he drops down dead, they say he
died by "the visitation ot God.” If the
corn crops go on all right and safe, they
think that quite natural—the effect of the
soil and the weather and their own skill
in tanning and gardening. But il there
comes a hail storm or a blight, ami spoils
it all ami brings on a famine, they call it
at once "a visitation of God."
My triends,
do you tl ink God “visits” the earth or you
only to harm you? I tell you that every
blade of grass grows by the “visitation of
God.” I tell you that every healthy breath
you ever draw, every cheeriul hour you
ever spend, every good crop you ever
housed safely, came to you by “the visitation ot God.” 1 tell you that every sensible thought or plan that ever came into
your heads, every loving, honest, manly,
womanly feeling that ever rose in your
hearts, God “visited” you to put it there.
It God’s spirit had not given il, you would
never have got it of yourselves.

Mew London, Conn., reports on the c
side of the Connecticut river a body of ■■■
as large as two carts can draw, dear and
solid, and adds verv artlessly that
might lay there a month lunger, were i1
not that so many resort out ol curiosity :•
drink punch made out of it.-’ On the I7th
of July snow was still lying in a mass in
the town of Ipswich, Mass., nearly four
feet thick. But the most marvelous record
of that season is the statement made by
Alonzo Lewis, author of the annals of
Lynn, Mass., that “Francis Lewis, the
signer of the Declaration of IndependYork to
ence, drove his horse from New
ol Long Inthe whole

AS J:ite as

Gun's

No Success Without Woke. W hen
Charles Dickens said what lie had accomplished had been achieved by diligent,
lie only
patient, persevering application,
stated what has been the experience ot
n*n.
Nothing is more
every successful
men than that
they
important to youngand
Hilly comprehend
should early learn
is
It
step by step, by toilthis great truth.
some effort added to toilsome etlort, that
all o-reat achievements are made. As has
been well remarked, there is no royal road
Neither is there any royal
to learning.
road to anything else of great value in
this life. Work—steady, long-continued,
and regular application—is the only price
for which anything worth the having can
be bought. There is no great success of
any kind without great labor.
j

Barnstable,
land sound,

me mum ni

on

the ice.

.ooy

in':

u

>n

length

t .nth
It is night now, and here is home
cred under the quiet root, eldei.- and children lie alike at rest. In the midst of a
s
o-reat peace and calm, the stat look out
from the heavens. The silence is peopled
with the past; sorrowful remorse tor 'ins
and shortcomings, memories of passionate
joys and griefs rise out ot their graves,
both now alike calm and sad. Fives, as I
shut mine look at me that have long ceased to shine. The town and landscape
sleep under the starlight, wreathed in autumn mists. Twinkling among the houses,
a light keeps watch, here and there, in
what may be sick chambers. The clock
tolls sweetly in the silent air. Here is
night and rest. An awful sense of thanks
makes the heart swell as 1 pass to my
and tool
room through the sleeping house,
it
as though a hushed blessing were upon

[Thackary.
Whistling Girls. Says a lady writer
in the Christian at Work : "l.et no one deot whistling when sitny me the privilege
sewing machine. If I
ting alone at mywalk
the street alone at
to
am°compelled fear
at an approachnever
1
danger
night,
it it is accompanied with the
ing footstep
I do not believe a
music of whistling.
person can whistle who is intent on evil.”

Beecher Trial.

The

Written for the Journal.

The

Keep-

w

king doth

wake

to-night,

and takes his
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rouse.

inniju il Hi* re ten year?. 'They were
u ]' >. r. bug with Mis. Morse in Lexington
a >.*n ant in ve.In-' *-r w as there
"
:
I a>-i>t»*d Mr**. Tilton in tinil
.!■'■ children and in household affairs.
I
,1
>i< pi w iill tin-■ children in tin next room
Mi '. I dion. and was
always treated as one
hr
Janiily. Mr. Tilton always treated me
i 'i:dl\.
He
was in the habit 01 kissing the
\bildren
and :i!.- kissed me. 1 used to eomh
bill', all-l h» Would Iai\-• liii'ini hi- 1 It]* as he
+ i !<■ v. mid ai >*• read and eonwill. in.
NilTilton was \<a;.\ loving
:
i:-■ 1 T11 -1 -an«l and children, aim f<»nd of
.'
home, sue would pray o\er the children
v. li. ; 1 tin \ \y ere
retiring to rest, and would give
them I'c’iiri-HH instructions on week days as
w. -!l
Sundays. She was always gentle and
kind h: la-r \\:.\ 01 speaking to people, and esI11 the earlier
i- *ci:i!l\ v,., towards her husband,
di\ or in \ living there Mr. Tilton was very
kind t'» I:i wife, i-ut as time progressed there
< hang'
:ne
which visibly increased. Mr.
i'ibou w:
dways very variable in his moods.
II
won
1 b
\er\
restless in one of those
in--1-. and w itli liis hands in his
pockets would
aik a tout tlie house making every person very
ml--riable. t >n these occasions lie was exi*'ig. When at the table his manner to liis
was ver\ unkind, but hers to him was alvvutlc. she would sit down beside him
11 he lay «>n tin sofa ami tr\ to soothe him.
On
■'- ■•:t*«ion
.Mi-. Tilton refused to take any
meat, .uni he said b w as all her mother’s d—d
'’diod"xy. On an ither occasion he reproved
r
a! tin- table !■* ! •]••• ih«* children and me
"Ml
iirihlcgr innnar she used, on some
■"'-i"im In- objected to certain articles being
-. ami oil 1. 1 linns
rcpi’oN cd M m. Til'••11 l"r
l 11:1 \ ing tlmm there.
1 r« iii'-in! o-r "ii
oci :t'ion at
a 1
a woman’s
ui'1 ! 1.
at Mi'. Tilton's, w hen Mrs. Til'•'• -i' -iaiding !»>
Mr. Tilton's side, he said.
1
at" th. doliT si and beside me lor the com11 I* toogirat. and 1 do ii"! wish
people to
"iijjiar; »n-." Mr. Tilton had also a
1 m m ha:-;i oj ciiaiigiug pictures on the walls
1 In ii- ibivlii clothe*..
He would lake tlie
’ii\ 1 a.i-l hang th'iii
d
He
up again.
"i ! 1c
ii «Lit oi trying all tin* beds in
ic•■ l**-fo|v!'mid make ip his mind to
n. iii.
ui •>!'■■.
I r* in. mber one occasion 1
■i-.’-'i iii' be i twin a' he -•,i• I he wanted to
ee
!..
Ine !-1 1
whi n was softest.
Mrs.
I*
-a
I
ow* .1 him around with a
pillow in
1:1.1-.
Mr. l dl' ii wa- in the lialiit of wuilim a: -111 i-l tie- || me in his night clothes.
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Horatio were the only gentlemen at the seat ot
government who went to bed sober on the

night referred to in the text.
There was, undoubtedly,
of

tilings

.t

i-

at

El-more on the

gratifying

to

deplorable state
night in question, i
a

those interested in the tem4h*rln sending money, state 1 HE POST OFFICE

perance movement of this day, to observe the
•outcast between those days and our own.

to which the

paper

is

sent

■

-.

Never, sinee our i- public was founded on the
“lives, fortunes, and sacred honor’* of its builder-. ha> the republican capital listened to such
“a sound of revelry by night,” even on the

■

1

Tho Louisiana Arbitration.
The committee of the late house of rep-

resentatives oil Louisiana affairs, by expiration of the forty-third congress lias lost

There have been some
heavy wets" at Washington in days gone by,
when there lias been a scattering attendance in

mo-t

i.
1 iirner
> animation
a
r«
luiifil. sin- testiii.-il .11 length to Mr.
treatment "i hi- w .i• *, -aid Hu- had
•"•ard him -<
l„ i..ih< children and bem
■1'
St r mg'
and that In Min' told the cliil:. ;• Hi '■ Hi ii inutlir-1 v a- Ih*• most seitish
■'Miian:
i!r\c 1 i\«‘• 1.
'-lc--aid Mr. Beecher's
‘■•■M

festive occasions.

its iornier official character, but to which
the contending factions in Louisiana refer-

the Senate and House on the succeeding morning. but nothing that could for a moment compare with “tlii*
mav

red for arbitration the contested seats in
t lie lower house of the
legislature, has

heavy-headed revel,” which we

presume to have been of frequent

recur-

renew.

gentlemanly when he ealled
The Dines, however, were not the only
m
In ’•••!• saw anything improper between
n
i.d Mr-. lillou.
Wiiiiethen detailed
people of that time to whom the accusation of
am— mi whien Tilton \ i-iled her room
ilanilei would have been applicable. This in!i. had
!t*M
me to In'd.
On the tirst he was
elinati'in to line'll drinking was eonimon to all
men hat familiar and entered into a discussion
he marriage theory ol allinitie-. The s»ec- inhabitants of lands
lying in northern latitudes,
‘•e.i <“ a-ioU was tile one sin d- tailed to the
mm:!'"when -h- Va- arrieil -leeping to and fie higher the latitude and more rigorous
i’ilton's 1 d 1'niilil.
the iiin.it** the stronger was the disposition lo
W
n
Mr-, l ilt.m and i returned from Mari- resort to the
stimulating and warming proper:;
i iimi ne t ii- at the depot w ith a
carriage, ties of strong liquors. Tile Britons, the tier'1 a'' 111'd
'’id
home .h nit 7 <n > o’clock.
!
mans, and the Itussians, as well as the ScnndiIv.
11 nn
at tin1 breakfast tabli*
Xt HIM liing.
>in- appi ared tOOeeup\ tic
lta'. i ms, all had the toping propensity in liberal
■•!
•-.. and Mr-. Anthony was
measure.
'J’lie Esquimaux, up to a considerd mei Mi-. I’, took !e-r seat beside
d
v
n
mum "in eiaiijg.
She went into able later period, bad been of necessity obliged
i' n••
!.i. and Mi-s Ivunis said, “Well,
to live abstemiously so far as drink was conii' is -traiige conduct in Elizabeth.’’
cerned (in fact they were teetotalers), because
ii
ii.'', “Bessie, don't
you think
Eii/n »eth i
.• mente 1?" and
1 replied, “No, ] of their inability, by any process whatever, to
not, fun voir conduct is enough to have
distil anything out of se.nl or walrus fat that
mi her into a iunaiie
asylum long ago.”
was in
any degree intoxicating, so they took
followed
her
into*
the
other room.
J
*;diton
■■■ ed,
and tood at the folding 1 >ors and their train oil plain, and it proved a harmless
aw him dr‘king
l|is clenched hand in her face. i iiijill-. But so soon as the Britons found them
Ik -aid. “You have brought this girl back to
out. and addressed themselves to the task of
T*'vtitv again-: me."
1 -topped forward and
relieving their destitute condition bv the estabr
1.1 hall, aiid lit said to me.
mterli-Tcd
kpa\e lie li"Usc. d-n you." I -aid that 1
lishment of trading-posts on their southern
would n >?. and in* -truck nc with his clenched
frontier the appreciative Esq timaux took
and knocked me down. Then,
stepping lip natural!! to the cheering beverages thus introto me. h< sai i in a bland manner, “Bessie, dear.
vom have
!ripped and hurt yourself." ami he duced to them, and admitted with formal ac■dd : me :
tine and again lie had seen Mr
knowledgements, that this was the stuff of
Beecher and .Mr-. J ilton commit
adultery. Mr-.
1 ilton -ai
“How can you tell such things to winch tlicv bad long felt the need, and bail
711• child."
11 then took me to the other room vainly endeavored lo produce.
Mild repeatf tin* -ton to nc\ He said he did
The Britons, before they were invaded by the
0 -t
hum n of the children except Florence.
Danes, were hard drinkers, and to-day, I think,
'k
d that Mr. Jk- eher wa-in tlie habit
statistics will show a larger proportion of topers
!"!!-•
"i. or a doz.*n of his mistresses
*'
me., md he n:tm«*d two ladies ot tin
to the square mile in
>
England than in any other I
11gi cation.
J t«dd him I did not believe a
country in the world. To us the descendants I
: "1 tin
-'on against Mr- Tilton, and he
: i
u.d live to s-e ihe day 1 should believe of this hard-riding, hard-swearing and hard- !
k 'Vas no a riy darl^ when in lookine there,
drinking race, sm h a statistical exhibit may
a I waoming out of the room Mrs.
seen,
discouraging, but w hen we consider the
'•otning " it of Icr bedroom, and I told her j
made in this country by the temper1 ': !n
t -tunned. and also what d'llton
had progress
n
-a\.n.' io me.
Mrs. f. and I then went i ance reformers during the last half century,
til"
nil
room.
W e both left the house : there is every reason to
hope for a continued
M n m liing : ud w.-nt t" Mr-. Mor.-c's.
decrease in the number of those who make
1
11
d. d tlia
eiMug, and Mr-. 1. went i
habit ml use of intoxicants.
d >wi. t"
11i111
1 was on the stair-,
lie had
'"nvr -at
ii w it h ic mm ia
ears ago,
n our own mile town, then
Iking verv earnestly.
I
a\\
J
1 illoli in Jhe act of getting tij
;
a m< iv hamlet. no social
gathering of the in"fl
kiie
i ilton went awa\ with
Mrs.
hi-f
habitants could take place without a liberal
Mi. 1 "•!• n, M ;j■ r -M"ii-irated, and Tilton -aid.
,(
iimi:.
a-idiiiother,” and Mrs. Morse distribution and use of the liquors then most
1
1.
I'd g aiidinoth'-r \ on. \am internal -eoiinapproved. House-raisings, elections, weddings,
J'lf mi mi-!i \oi, from han to Beorsheba."
d
I
on
I I'Mniue '. ami Mr. T. advised launchings,general musters and all ceremonials
h. d, which -he did.
Mr. T. would have been considered incomplete and
1
uc
He wljiile Ini
about Beecher over unsat istactory without the usual
indulgence.
!
'oi I I t"id Mi -. T in her hedronin.
Mie
\t funerals, after the body had been borne to
h■
d and wl ilt to her mother*- that
night, and tic eiuidr-oi and myself followed ihe grave, the bearers returned to the house of
the
morning.
bereavement to be treated to a jorum of > »meI t
ibei
Mr. T.
tbing strong. At general muster- the bottle
1
was not in.
lb sent the
I-’’
with Nellie,tin- nur.-c girl. Tilton on Unit circulated among the yeoman soldiery,
n n
And oni by one the musketeer-, those un
got tin i11\.
In hi ember Mr-, T.
who
*oit
t" N• w Brim-wick, and "n Ini
fought and prayed,
return! \V trank
as
re
’tv
ontheir
mother's
dr
M•1 r-e that -ame
milk, and not a
1
\*ning.
man afraid.”
■'■'lit
\. Mil
lie
-jjc Went to
'pMl' M •.
1 lie worthy parson of that
I i-f n
n
1 hat r.igiit. and o did 1.
in
his round of
i ilton
day,
ond 1 had a
*n'i i-ation that night.
) told
parochial visits, found at each house a choice of
n n
dr-, i. v.a- very -i< k while :it Mrs.
liquors set out for his delectation, and the famibe kind i" her, md
o:m Ii."0"l had been alarmed, at Marily that should haye failed to furnish forth at
*''
out of her weeping fits.
Tilton h a-t “two kinds*' for the minister, would have
■yd !i' v;i nway- weeping. It was a habit suffered mortification and loss of caste. Within
"t ini.-: that -I*
'va-_ weeping for her sins with
Beecher. I cji huu in tic room and went out. a short time 1 have been informed by an old
E' w a
in Tin habit of changing hi.- stuilv resident now living in our
midst, aim seen in
'a oii
o< m 1"
d lie d.
M.ill.
-o twice in one
the -treets every day, that he lias, when a
•'■' h
boy,
Mr-. 1'.
taken II on <'hri-tmas
1 •' •
khe di t o- w a- in attendance and also been many a time despatched at top speed from
dm
n
Mr-. M '• a
Mr. .Joiinson ealled his father's house to “the village,*'to procure
f"i
Mid.,; all.-I Eliri-tina- and went out with the lacking “kind” or “kinds” to
(
makeup the
oi
i'vuirii he < aim into the room and
canonical assortment of liquors for the parson
aid in W.I- a ru: -< 1 uiao, and 1 think lc* -aid
v'
I'*
di-.
r.."l 11 "Mi tlie Brooklyn I’nion. ju-t -ecu to he approaching.
Ik
i'"d ail tint week. Tilton eanie
lie
diflcreucc between that lime and the
-'ii-. I
r<- on
oi one oee.a-ion with
pen present, in
regard to public opinion, may he
md
:
a;
ImO
1,, nur-e i. inoii-trate.l w itii
f'ii. and
1 that his w it should lie ipiiet.
partially realized by imagining lor a moment
tile eil'eet which would fee produced
upon the
i
>] 1.011 i- i imi's describes the tragmind and facial expression of any one of the
ic
o ne
witnessed in the ('riminal Court
worthy clergy who till the pulpits of our city,
)''"■ *11 i’1 'hat
i-ity on Monday, when the bv
an invitation from a
parishioner, during a
youth Hubert Boatwright undertook to
avenge his brother's death by slaying the parochial call, to “step up" to a side-board fully
al ged murderer, as briefly told by tele- arrayed with decanters, and “help himself," the
graph. It appears tliat in September last, hospitable parishioner at the same time uncovwhile voting Boatwright was plaving with ering tlie sugar-how! and
producing a toddyvome boys in the street he was
stick.
a\

<

■

1

■

■

'•

■

■

-•

■

full

Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
wine: but it i- made manifest, in the second i is isnioRACE
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
it
was
simply the cusportion of the text, that
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
tom of the country, and the king was merely
desiring their advertisements published in the Jourof
the
his
and
custom,
approval
testifying
giv- nal Will please so state to tlie Court.
ing an example to his loyal subjects. Our wonSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
der i- awakened that, with the king “as drunk
papers changed, must state the Post Olfice to which
as a lord," there should have been found two
the paper lias been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
men in Elsinore, llamlet and Horatio, each “as
sober as a judge," to give a dissenting opinion
S^Batfs & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
of the custom. As the king cou'd do no wrong, are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
lor the Journal.
and a kingly example was most powerful in
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
that age. it is safe to conclude that llamlet and

-■

alw

a

49"Geo. P. Itowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
widow, the queen, it may be supposed that he
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
was drowning his remorse for this heinous ofthe lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
fence again-t heaven by getting drunk on Rhine attention.

....

:s

charged as

*SrS. M. Petkngill & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Hew New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
$=jr“S. It. Niles, No. f> Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts

When we consider that the drinking-bout referred to in the first portion of the above quotation was held by the king, who had murdered
his brother, the former king, and married his

—

manner v\

PROPRIETOR.
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From which wo learn that there was heavy
drinking at Elsinore, and no Maine law in Denmark.

]

>

'■

begun ils work in New York city. The
members of the committee are: Messrs. (1.
1
Hoar, Wheeler, Potter, Marshall, Foster, Frye and Phelps, and their tribunal
derives it-, power from the consent of the
conversative members of the state legislature to respect its adjudication.
The ar-

1

tion cases,
ing to the

by private persons not belongcommunity whose interests are
stake, is something novel in American

at

politics, it would have a somewhat ludicrous aspect if
anything, connected with
the aifair of the unfortunate state could
make any other than a gloomy
In view of the report ot this

■

■

fatally

wounded by a brick thrown by a colored
boy named Charles Woodson. As a consequence the latter was arrested, and his
trial lia
occupied the attention of the
court- b un time to time since.
Monday
alt* :i><>oii the ease was in
progress, and
the jury had etired to allow the counsel
to argue a point a- to the admission of
certain evidence. While the attention of
all wa- directed to the speakers, Robert
Boatwright, a brother ol the deceased,
aged sixteen years, entered the courtroom, walked coolly
up to where young
H oodsou was sitting, and leaniiic over
him lrom behind, exclaimed, "You are
the boy that killed
my little brothei : now
I'll kill you." Suiting his action to the
word, he drew an ugly-looking butcherknite and plunged it into the
boy's abdomen, forcing it in the whole length of the
Made,
1 he hoy fell back lrom bis chair on
the floor, his bowels protruding in a
liightlul manner,
the Judge, lawyers and
°tbei
wiio witnessed the
startling tragedy were almost stupefied with horror, :uid
it was several minutes before the Sheriff
seized the boy murderer and wrested the
bloody ktiile from his grasp. When asked what inspired him to do the deed, lie
said his brother, an hour before his death,
had exacted from him a promise to kill the
boy Woodson, and lie had kept bis promi e,
lie expressed no regret at what lie
bad done, but seemed rather to exult in it.

Kailuoah Aociuknt.

About

midnight,

I'u'dic opinion is the lever to he used
with
greatest effect in the endeavor to lift the crushing burden of intemperance under which so
many of our people throughout tlie land are

staggering.

This influence is more powerful
legislative enactments, and the hitter, allhough well enough so far as they go, cannot
constitutionally reach the vital point. The
titan

|

good

already wrought

lias been effected, chiefly,
by
the expression of public
opinion against Ihe use
ol intoxicants, and let us
remember that public opinion is the concretion of the
individual
opinions of each and every one of u-.
j;.

Desperate Encounter

with Robbers.

David R. Price, the
porter of the St
Nicholas National Bank, New York tvas
at 1 o’clock awakened
suddenly by a noise
near his bed, which is
made oil a shelf behind the counter of the
banking office, and
saw but a few feet
away from him a man
wearing a mask, who was accompanied
by two others also masked, stealthily approaching him. He was commanded to
remain quiet by the foremost
burglar, but
replied that he wus not there for that purpose. The thieves said that
they would
do him no harm, and that
wantthey
ed money, Beiore he could only
spring up or
reach his revolver, which
lay beneath his
head lie was struck
in the
by a
hands of his assailants, andsand-bag
while another
him
frasped
by the throat, a third attempted to handcuff him. Although partstunned lie resisted
vigorously and
shouted lustily for help. He is a
very
powerful man and offered a desperate resistance. On gaining his feet he was
still
clutched by the throat, but succeeded in
freeing himself, when he turned to secure
fils revolver. At this
juncture the three
men retreated toward the rear of the
bank
and hastily jumped from a window into
the street. Price received
many severe
bruises, a severe gash above the cheek
hone and was badly sprained in his efforts
to escape from the
desperate adventurers,
wdio left a handcuff' fixed
upon his wrist.
A mask and hat were lost
upon the floor
in the haste of
and a pistol
departure,
which was
dropped
upon the sidewalk as
the robbers
jumped from the window, aflords the
only clue to their identity.

night, the telegraph operator at
Saturday
West Paris received orders from the train ly

despateher at Island Pond to keep the
(rrand I runk
freight train No. 23-bound
for I ortland. until X0.
20 from Portland i

should

W hen 23 arrived the
operator forgot ins orders and
allowed the
tram to leave for South
Paris
Jn the
meantime No _m had lelt South
Paris for
West i arts. Both trains had the
ri»ht of
way, as they were running by telegraph
and only cross trains where they are ordered to. Just as 23 was leaving West Paris
the operator was reminded of his
order,
but it was too late to prevent the collision'.
When the train was about two miles from
the station it collided with 20. Both engines.were badly stove up, and three cars
on one train and two on the other were
completely demolished. Fortunately the
train hands jumped from both trains and
escaped injury. The track has been repaired and the train run as usual to-day.
i he engines stove
up in this collision
make eleven
destroyed by similar accidents
between here and Montreal since the
gauge of the road was changed, f Portland Advertiser.
arrive

of the Commercial,

by

<juiet swordsman

easy turn of the ! it was felt that a good thing had been done.
! But it was nevertheless a puzzle, in some

an

wrist, runs him through every time. We
well remember, in the Congressional contest ot 1870, the Whig’s frantic denunciation of Emery for daring to come before
the people of Bangor as a candidate.
“Copperhead, rebel, traitor,” were among

the

de'ntSofethp0mPItrtlanid

a

—

of the

by

the

Hag

hands.” Barnabas was not satisfied. The
calm and immovable manner of the man
disturbed him ; he had expected a different kind of an interview.

The Collector

tidgetted about; lie was ill at case, and
would have given money to be retailing
codfish at Stockton, instead of being under

of

the calm and

penetrating

eye ot flic

man

his official subordinate, was
We repeat that the issue is that ot Republican- who, though
ism against the revival of that Democracy mentally and morally so immeasurably
which" Is already tilling the National f’ongre—
Again the Collector spoke.
with traitors and which is organizing for an- ids superior.
other deadly assault upon the life of the Re•What—what shall we call it? Shall 1
public. Kyery Democratic leader in the country
is working with his eye- fixed on the Presidensay you have resigned ?” Again the slow,
tial contest of WO. and we should see to it that
urious smile of the deputy, ami the same
our votes to-day semi them no gleam of comfort
“Call it what you please, Mr.
from the headquarters of the Penobscot vallev. ; calm gaze.
*
*
*
t
Roberts,
it
is your matter, not mine
|j
But everybody understands that Mr. LaughNever, probably, did a more battled and
ton is put forward simply as a stalking-horse
for The editor of the Bangor liemueral. who is humbled intriguer retire, than when Barthe leading spirit of Bangor Kourhonisni. Think
nabas closed the door, and took horse for
of Mareelius Kmery as the virtual Mayor of
the Stockton grocery
Next day the secret

Bangor!

was out.
Mr. HuWell, the result prov es that if the Whig
the rebels, who in the war never ge] ie ltust. son of the editor of the Age,
got further north than Gettysburg, are and assistant on the paper, appeared on

is

right,
in

possession >1 Bangor--the Gordons the street with a petition for his own apYoung Browns are endorsed pointment to the place made vacant by
-—Mareelius Kmery is “virtual Mayor ot the “resignation” of Mr. Parker. It was
Bangor."’
readily seen by most of ttiose to whom
now

and the John

That is what if means il the \\ big was
truthful. But it wasn't. The vote of Bangor means that the people ot the country

peace and prosperity
whole country.

as

broad

as

the paper was presented that Lite name ot
the applicant had already been sent to

Washington, and
simply to ease the

that the

petition

was

matter down.

We may say here that the appointment
of a person connected with the Age is no
more than a just acknowledgement of the
claims of the local press. The Age has
long labored in the radical vineyard, while

the

would have this result, that
the recognition of Kellogg as

ikfttHu governor the condition of arbitration.

To this the conservative members
consented, at the same time stipulating
that by such a recognition they should not

forego

any advantage that might accrue
to them from action by the United States
senate.

Apart from this condition, which thus
secures

the

recognition

of

an

infamous

usurpation, weighty objections might be

brought against the method chosen to settle the difficulty. And yet,
perhaps, the
compromise might best lie acquiesced in,
it it

certain that peace and prosperity would be restored by it to afflicted
were

Louisiana.

Hut. such

a

result

is

very

doubtful.

Bangor

the

Democratic.

We have the satisfaction of announcing
that on Friday last, the Democratic candidate for
ton,

was

Mayor

of

Bangor,

elected, and the

F. M.

eastern

Laugh-

metropo-

lis ot Maine may now be classed with the

cities, This result is owing
to the persistent, determined
efforts of the young Democrats ot Bangor,
who I ad just come to the stage of political

basket

the floor.

on

straight

came

to

Ot

course

Belfast, and such

ened visage was never seen on the roadlie interviewed Mr. Barker’s friends—he
begged and entreated that there might be
peace. He invited all concerned to a meet-

ing

at the Custom House.

There and then

the ostensible

action, and

Mr. Barker had not shown sufficient
activity m party matters. In other words,
he declined to do the dirty work ot Barna-

were determined that their
earliest efforts should contribute to a Democratic victory. They are worthy of ali

honor and praise. The Mayor elect is himself a representative of young Bangor, a

thoroughly imbued with the purpose
ot making a future for that beautiful eitv
and its enterprising people.

man

7:!—-giving Laughton

jority

of 89.

reason

for the

change

came

out.

bas.
What a compliment was conveyed in
the accusation! It is one of which the
official and all his friends

rejected
to feel

But there is

proud.

no

ought

doubt that

the matter of the office is fixed, and that
early in April Mr. B. will make way lor
the now incumbent.

mass

work; out the great
of the temperance politicians are

guzzlers than those for whose
salvation they so loudly cry out. They
attend conventions, demand temperance

worse rum

a

day.

a

hun-

dred such in his mind’s eye.
Drinking men, those who really need
reforming influences, see all this, and
reason that a cause which has such followers cannot be of much benefit to them.

'Ahey bring

the

into contempt and
ridicule. Until the cause of temperance
can be divorced from such
influences, and
taken out of the control of
hypocrites who
cause

using

are

state has undertaken to

upon the
corporation. Gov. Morrill makes out a
very strong, if not a conclusive case, in
lavor ol the road. Section fifteen of the
act of
that the
incorporation

impose

provides

shares shall be deemed personal estate, to
be taxed where the owners
reside; also
that when the road shall earn ten
per
cent, net

offence

at a

of

our

brother oi the Times.

Jersey an individual who took
paragraph in the local paper,

went to (he office and shot the editor.

Ol

these three modes of attack we think the
on the war patii is most to be
dreaded—because “when lovely woman

female

stoops

to

folly”

she will do.

there is

But these

telling what
certainly perilscare easily are

no

are

times, and those who
thinking of retiring from the profession.
ous

not one whit better than at present.

The

The struggle lia- l,.-,n
a severe one, since the clarion
tongue of the
alclo county Demosthenes ceased its war
upon the sleepy god.
No eases of general interest
have been tried, and only- one remains for tria1
this term; that of Doyle and wife is. tie- town
of Vinalliaven. Damages claimed for injuries

compiler, are entitled to the gratitude ot all who
enjoy the Iruit of the toils
and saerilice oi the
revolutionary fathers.
A similar
paper, we notice, has been be-

sustained from defect in

highway. Verdicts
rendered according to "law and evidence.”
It has occurred tome that ttiis is asking too much

are

fore the Historical
Society of Ben nsvl vania,
where it impressed all present with its

!

fairness and justice.

guilty

intimating, in
History of the

his tenth volUnited States,
that while the terms ot peace were under
discussion in Congress in 1781, Sullivan,
ume

of the

the fisheries

of

a jury trial so called
may not be exchanged
tor the more dignified hearing and decision of

was

high

moral tone of our county, and with two or
three trivial exceptions, gave us a clean hill of
health.

plied to for the document which justified
this assertion, Mr. Bancroft produced one
But it

no

still

stands

As lo the court room, we can only say that the
of the fraternity of the Ktiox

charge. surroundings

sustained the

wav

judge,

or judges, or a
legally advised body of
with intellects “competent" to the ease.
\\ e congratulate ourselves upon the fact that
the brand Jury was delighted with the

a

men

due to Sullivan, who at the time was a
pensioner of Luzerne." Upon being ap-

which in

county liar,

in his

nneorreeted

valuable watch and chain.

a

.James Barton has bought a house at N'ewburyport, Mass., where he will have his home.
Hen Butler has written to a colored man in
incinuati that lie does not think harber shops
conn under the civ il rights law.
II
stated that Zaeh Chandler has been offered tin Russian mission, Baker, who was rceently appointed, being willing to give way.
~

A man named N'oali was drowned by the
late flood ill New York. He was not so prudent
as Ids illustrious ancestor.
A

of Mr. Taylor of
burned to death, Wednesday, by
stove.
a
from
igniting

live-year-old daughter

Windsor,

was

her clothes

The I.iterarv Societies, of Colby I niversity,
have invited Con. H. Pendleton to deliver the
address ;lt commencement and .John <1. Saxe,the
poem.
Benton i- the banner town in Maine on tuo
women's right- (giestion. having at a recent
town election chosen three women as School
Committee.

stand that where in fact there is anv law in a
and the affair is not a mere toss up lotstewart, the colored barber at Willard’s hoheads or tails, that a body of learned men. men
tel. \\ ashington. refused to cut another coioreo
who understand law, settle the
question. 1 jnan's hair, on the ground that it would injure
wonder it llte time has not come when the three his business.

the lisheries one of the conditions of peace.
His words are, “That New Hampshire
to

islieil his nap. We rule that a somnambulist
should be impanelled, It interferes with
his walk. It is cruelty to animals. I under-

and

ease,

being inllueneed by Luzerne, the French
minister, voted against making a right to
abandoned the claim

of a juror who may know nothing of law. and
understands less of evidence; decidedly too
much if his verdict is called before lie lias tinnever

ot which Bancroft is

unsurpassed in the state, and

arc

think the new

atmosphere lias struck in on
printed volume, and will probably con- !|
some members.
Thu proceedings this term
tinue to. The Philadelphia North Amerhave been orderly, quiet, gentlemanly —nothing
|
ican makes the following extract from the that
would remind one of a “bear garden.'’
j
An amusing incident occurred one day last
paper submitted by Mr. Amory, and ap- j
week in the hull adjacent to the court room,
pends a report of the society’s action—
we

“The character of our statesmen and general [ that is worth notice. A continual coining and
officers prominently engaged in our Revolugoing, shutting of doors and music of flit' sole
tionary struggle concerns us all. The success bad tried tbe
patience of the court, and an order
of that struggle against formidable odds and ;
various discouragements is to he attributed in | was given to clear tbe ludls and landing-,
l he
l»art to the virtue and patriotism of the whole sherill led the attack and tbe deputies charged
but
in
a
to
the
also,
people,
great measure,
in a body. The disturbers of the court were
high honor and unimp@»fdi:iblc integrity of j
their leaders in counc il and field.
1 he cunli- either seated or ejected, and the sheriff again
dfiire which they inspired gave strength ai took his post, leaving a newly appointed deputy
home and conciliated support from abroad. in the hall to see that no one
intruded. But a
When, as in tins instance, charges are brought
which tarnish their good name, it behooves the moment had elapsed after quiet had been republic generally, and especially historical soci- stored. when a prominent member of the Bar
eties, composed of historical students, familiar came in from the court
yard and commenced
with the subject, to investigate their truth.
These charges fall especially within the prov- pacing back and forth on the landing in trout of
ince of such tribunals, which alone, indeed, the newly Hedged deputy, awaiting the arriva*
can fairly pass judgment upon them.
It is im- of a client.
Deputy supposing intrud* r to bean
portant that tile vindication should be pre- outsider, thus interviewed him. “It’' nous-:
served in tlie published transactions of corporate bodies.
They arc of a permanent nature, we can't have anybody here, they must cith
and will lie accessible in all future time to hi— go into the court room or out door-."
torieal writers.”
“Certainly,” responded legal, adviser, “You
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania should see that the rule is enforced.” “But I

At Lafavette, lint., a few days ago, a boy
drew his arm back with such ton e in order to
throw a snow-ball that he -napped the bone ot
liis arm in two.
The identical chair used by Lien. Washington
the council of war in Trenton, in 1777. has
been deposited by Mrs. Hen. Styker in the National Museum, at Philadelphia.
at

The signal otlicc in Bangor now prints dailv
three hundred and sixty weather reports. v\ hich
lind their wav to *»ue hundred ami si\t\ post
ottiecs.

Ya-qiicz, the celebrate*! ( aUforniun bandit,
hung on Friday; and Fouks, theinurderei
the Herndon family, was executed in West

was

of

Virginia.
March seems to he a moist, muddy, maudlin
miserable, mclam-holy. misty. mixed-up sort
of a month. anywa\.
March out!
N.
levelling Mail.
On Friday at Newbury port, sales of laud in
the neighborhood of the Lhipman lode, wenmade to N«-w York capitalists, in all amounting to >lnn.ooo. (irent excitement.
\ man named Blackman of Windsor, tel!
from a log he w:n chopping in the woods and
died immediately, -opposed rupture of a blood
\essol in the brain.
A. brave woman in Virginia a day or tw*»
since had a desperate tight with a negro, win*
attempted to murder hcr-elf and two children.
She killed the \ illain.

Hr. N.
Keep, a well-known dentist ot B-*ton, wlm was an essential witness in the trial ot
Prof. Webster for the murder of I»r. Parkin.in,
died last week at the age of seventy-live yearA

letter has been received

in

Lowell, from

alifornia.stating that a man who died there oj,
ill* Mb in-t., bequeathed S--.ono to fmr neice-.
the sum to be equally divided, two of whom

<

are

mill girls in Lowell.

A nice little tight i-probabc- between \b*i
luont ami Maine in reference to the opening of
s*ailed car- at Island Pond.
It 1- reported that
the < «rand Trunk agent at Island Pond is in tic-

A Rockland

they sell their vessels—which
they have offered to dispose of at 20 per
cent loss than cost.
* tther
steamships and
sailing lines confirmed the truth ot the
can

despatch ot Tuesday says—

statement that

astonishingly

the

shipping

business is

dull.

—“Heading,” says Bacon, ‘makes a In'| lnun :
conversation a ready man.’' [t’rog. Age.
It is too bad to seethe brilliant aphorism of
the philosopher so mutilated. In his essay on
Studies, Bacon does say, "Heading niaketh a
full man, conference a ready man, and writin"
an exact man."
[Journal.
AVe can’t

see

wherein

we

have

The world of literature will
hardly believe that the editor of the. Age is
capable
of improvements upon Lord Bacon. There
was once a

speare
ot his

chap

who

thought that

Shake-

much over-rated, and that most
expressions might be bettered So
was

lie got out an amended edition.
to this passage in Macbeth—
Life’s but a

Coniine-

“Out, out, brief caudle'

walking shadow,"
he “adopted a more modern form ot expression,” as the Age lias it, and put it—
“Get out, gel out, you short candle!”

income on its capital, a portion
We fear that neither of these
improvers
shall be paid
annually to the state as a of the English classics will be appreciated.
tax; and that no other tax shall ever be
levied on the corporation. The Governor
The Pinchback matter has been settled
clinches the nail by
quoting from a deci- by postponing the whole question to next
sion ol the U. S. Court which affirms the
December, to the great wrath of the
right of the Legislature to bind the state colored aspirant. Still, it rather puts him
in
relinquishing its powers to tax a cor- on his good behavior, by holding out the
poration. The report is severe on Gov- possibility of admission at the end of his
Dingley lor the suggestions of his mes- term ot probation. The Democrats desired
sage in regard to taxing the company.
a direct vote of exclusion, in which
they

Judge.
was

had examined the
ner.

There is

anticipated by

all who

made up lor Wagnothing in it except

ease

really

*■

■

pretext by which delay may be had.
The exceptions will carry the ease to the
full court, which meets at Bangor in June,
and amount to a reprieve tor that length
of time, Gordon, whose case in respect
to the exceptions is identical with that oi
Wagner, will also await the decision of
tipi court.
a

—The Middle States

S. Deering. who is writing letGermany to the Portland Transcript, bears testimony against one of the

—Mary

follies ot the Maine law

as

follows—

1 have been nearly three months in Germany
and the sight of an intoxicated person is so rare
that 1 begin to think of advocating the introduction of beer ns a preventative of intemperIt seems to succeed much
ance in Portland.
better than the pledge, so far as my observation
goes.
This comes right to the point, and is a

deal better than all the vaporings of
Xeal Dow on the subject. It wouldn’t
take much experimenting to show that
“Mary hath chosen the better part."

good

—Senator Andrew Johnson delivered a
speech upon the Louisiana question on

Monday, which was very severe
arraignment of the President, m

in

its

course

of his remarks he said—
1

know

ihe determination of that,

people.

Their great object is to be restored bark into
the Union upon an equal footing with all the
other States, and that is all they desire—a failparticipation in the legislation of the country.
I will tell some of those who are acting behind
the curtain, and who arc clinging to power, that
it cannot be obtained by popular consent and
tlic approval of their public acts here, and they
hope to inaugurate a system of terrorism, and
in the midst of excitement and in the midst of
a war cry they will triumphantly ride into the
Presidency for a third P-esidental term; and
when this shall have been accomphished that
will be the end of the liberties of this country.
If one, swallow does not make a
two swallows.

are

having

spring,

take

hundred importunate

seri-

a

time with floods, a, will be seen
It
may he Maine’s turn next. The terrible
winter has accumulated immense masses

of ice in the streams and

a heavy body ol
everywhere. If there shall lie a
sudden change from the present severe
cold to thawing and rainy weather, there,
will very likely lie disastrous Hoods on
snow

—

1'he Lewiston Journal makes

point

on our

an

It

night.

awaiting

was

an

able production, discovering

of labor in its preparation.
I he
hall was packed.
We are indebted to tin efforts of Hiram Bins. Hs.|., member --I the K u
Par, seconded by tin invitation and contribua

ex-

of the Age,

neighbor

are

«•

the Maine rivers and streams.

cellent
thus—

applicants

the re.-ull. each eager to dou the siar an-1 ballons.
of th<They murmur gcntl\ m lie <
new Marshall,—
1 want t<> be a < hurl-i
\ml oil the corners stand.
A star upon my coat •! blue
And a billy in my hand.
• d hiIfon. Knoch Knight of Portland delis
popular l**etim* on the Industrial Hi>tois of
Maine, in Furwell and Ann
Hall last Fnd; s

ous

vast amount

tions of

of our leading citizens, tor thi-*
and instructive entertainment.
And now a new sensation i- threatening us
in the appearance, at unseemly times and odd
-ome

pleasant

The Belfast Age objects to women for school
committees in general, but makes haste to declare that the selection of Mrs. Dickenson as a
member of the board in that city is an excellent one, as no doubt it is, Imt io one good
one lias been found, the .jiie-tion arise-, couldn't
there be others also?

—The Lew iston Journal has been prea bottle
containing-—what do
you suppose? Not old red eye, nor the
fiery native New Kngland, nor the soft and

places, of a strange female, or at least a v. rarer
of tin* customary habiliment', of the
lb-,
she, or it, is reported b\ divers persons in divers manners.
Now sin appears as a lunatic,
and inten iews some timorous pedestrian, \\ ho
immediately remembers some engagement oi
his in another part of the
itv.
Nov. >!*••

sented witli

shows

seven-shooter to

a

a

strong-minded

fe-

male, who attempts to sec w hat sin- docs t on.
and then glides out of sight with a demonbe

seducing wines ol the Pacific slope—but
a butterfly—that child ol the summer sun
laugh that causes each particular hair of intorand vernal warmth having been found viewei to stand on end. Again, she i> seen
a field toward
wood, where she is
foraging in that vicinity on a day in frostv crossing
some to secrete herself
supposed by

March.

j lie*’ ha\c
—A Committee ol the Knov and Lincoln [ a me, but

stockholders have under consideration the
matter of offering to carry tree fur one
year all
from the

freight and passengers to and
Bay and River Railroad, when

built.

It is to be put forth
to the latter corporation.

as

persuader

a

v.eir

ears

us
are

The po-

yet failed to make her
hanging on her track.

a.

«juaint-

'1‘he raising >t Archbishop Met >-loo
of New York, to the dignity of Cardinal,
is
as

an

honor to the Catholics of this country

well

as

a

compliment

to the l.nited

States—being the first time that

the

high

office has been conferred upon any d vine
in America. It must be especially grati-

I lying

large and increasing < atholic
of the I'nited Stales, who are
not less valued as supporters of republican
to

the

lion. I). L. Millikeit, win* n reported by '.••linthr papers ;t' dangerously ill. is as well us he
His general health
ba> been for several ears
i' by no m an' good, but he i- able to be out
an I attends to business at tin* bank with w hi b
b>- !' 1*01111* clcd.
V\ at ; \ ilie Mail.
'd'

fhe Pall M all (.a/i to ':i\' that "In T h. \> i.
lv72 the dapane'i Ho*, eminent •'■•■ated b/
stroke of a p< u
nno school*
throughout Piempire: and. wonderful n* relate, siic-t-eded m
the cuni'*- of a few month' in bringing .1 i.Ui .*
propoi ion into win kin. order.’
4

■

Mr. Joseph ‘'tann-rd. wild- g.itlienne -1-..
Weed oil Higgins' b.*aeli, s. .i* *...:-,. found .1
man’s leg. from tin* km*.* >b-\\ u
a ;b a V*.
thick cow hide boot «»ii
it evidently
.-longed
to Olie of the el*e\v .»!' (he >ehOom*r W del* I
wrecked oil* there in 1 ». «ambei*.
Mi's. 1 »a\id > Weeks. d .Jefferson. Was
burned by In-r clothan hing
fire from an
last week, that sh** died
She ran
■•pell til'
"in and threw he -elf inf. the snow, blit tind
and plunged int
uig U tV''/.en, ran *•'»'■
a
trougli "t wate 1 which extinguished the
ilanii >. >in» w:i' 'itting b.-t r** tin* fire with h**i
three children and In r dies- w:i- draw n in !>\
the draft.
..

remarkable .:-• "f 'ainilv l"iig -\ r \ i' a
flu* Bridge' family, all born in the \ i«*mit>
a-i in
-oil'i'ling of three brothers and t w
sister', all well to da!<
Mi1'. Abigail Courie
sb. (Oliver Bridge-. sj. Mi's. Mary Bowden.
••ovinia Bridges. 7v ham.d V. Bridges. 72
1 b«father and gnmdfathei were born 11 York
K'iinon, tin* father ot the live, was u-j years old.
ami hi' tmdher w 1- .*11 w In n Me died.
\ **r
\

o!
of

■

<

agi

7ii

I

The T l’ott editor of the Camden Hera f
Tin* Dost* u P -d pav-

has become lanmus

i
Per is a:; ed.tot
ing; stated that
.Maine,” tlie < In- pp* 1 ribum* miai'^cs
tin* subject tint:—
*•

o,

Bait a hook a Poft iew-k, I on will, wit:.
Mi*- p'.-siluli!\ «»i
mi, an : how the jvaru
pn'I'liisis will bit*-, s.,111.- mat Vr-nf-fact man
will I "l "rt will, Mi 1' Putt
an editor in
Main*" Tim Ihwon P* -* vvili l How wit:
There
a tempest in that T. I’* tr.
The Cou
a, will remark that l
Pott is liable to boil ov.-i
The Bochester Chronicle Come n >w, fellow
citizens, this thing about T. Pott i- too steep
l’hc M. Louis Ih-publi* an will assert that 1
Pott is u journalist w io* ha- grounds for hi*
The Milwaukee Sentinel vvili wani
lcour.se.
to know what <»u hearth I
Pott wants in th*
profession. I'h»- MiBv-iuke*- \ew-s will h petit
11* n il:
of him as old 11 \- -oil.
m«-nti*)ur
*-tee me
by tie- Boston A* Iv * : ’:- a- 1 Pott
• <lit<»r of
The Detroit Kre**
tic -Main 1\* ttl*
a-t B *i > hdiek
Pre-> will put 1 Po
ip.
\ll these journals hav
a little game of .{raw
iiig, lik*- Polly, put the kettle on, the sei-sorei
of th* p!’*■ ss will all Oik*' 1

We understand that the ofli
of Inspector in
the Maehias Custom House, held for several
years by Mr. Joseph W. Jbonjifellow. has been
discontinued.
Also the ofliee of Surveyor, held by Mr John
Shaw, if not discontinued has been assumed In
the Collector, or the duties assign, d lo auotlief.
[Maehias Union.

| population

—Talk about defeating (.. ram for a I bird term !
Impossible! Does not the •immortal Shakespeare declare: “A tanner will Iasi von nine
year?" [Troy Press.

ol
age, ancl was ordained for the prie.sth tod m
is,"-!. In personal appearance, he is ol a well< \mm.n.
1 *• :.is vV < • »><mb- wii 1 built! ?}..
formed, compact. erect ligure. His head is ol sra-.>u, a •loubl'* *l* •)%. Dark of about r»00 ton-,
considerable size, and lib countenance. where
-1
hunt un If
increasing years are just beginning to leave to !*•■ iautii !r« '1 in u! \. Sh« a il!
ilieir unmistakable iines, is strongly expressive
n.*
l'iviuh \. !•••>.> in-; f- 11*. oof will 1,.»t
of intelligence and benevolence. The features
built on the roast.
flit* best vt-srls eyt
are large and uniform.
About the mouth there
Keni. I>avi
is always an expression of the trie t kindness
I■-ij a well known citizen
and gentleness, and the eyes are not less soft
Allan- a :• ii-1 t"i I'aai.v \
j.r muiMitly roi
and sympathetic than they arc full of intelle.
nertf l with banking ainl insurance, .bed in that
tual brightness. The brow is broad and massive, over which the hair is parted and carefully city last wee I,. at the U"*' ol‘ S‘».
combed on either side. Among any gathering
ol men lie would be selected as a person distinThat None Palling.
guished for gilts of mind and great goodness >t
heart. He is, moreover, a ripe scholar, conA correspondent gives a different vcr
sistent and pious in all tiis walks and a bold
and devoted churchman. His eloquence is of sion to the nose
pulling affair at Biddethe tender, deeply religious kind, uttered with
lord. Ih‘say-:
a fervent sincerity in language at once of simAt a political mass meeting lieu! ill < 'it \
plicity anil elegance. His installation as tie
! Archbishop of {lie Catholic Diocese of Now
lliddeford. the Satiinlay evening be
Hall,
York took place on Sunday, August gl, |si;t
lore election, J. (I. Vbbott Ksq., was among
at St. Pa'rick’s Cathedral, before a \ ;,sl altdi
tin1 speaker-, and made a ringing speecn
cnee.
which, was received w lh applause and

Yes, but he puts the opinion
mouth of

clown and
where it would naturally
—Airs.

a

into the

grave-digger,
originate

Mary Bingham,

a

a woman

thirty

years ol age, was found dead in her cellar
at East Boston, under circumstances indithat she had been murdered,

cating

matter is
ters from

thrown. The old police three arc barinj their
necks tor the next series .f decapitation-.
A

all around, they should divide the amount
received among such matrimonial revolvers a- Beecher.

and listen to this—

law court, which have been allowed bv tlie

The result

Mr. Bancroft have leave to take a copy of optice upon him, “Well, if there's nothing that them by < ongrets, but the President. declined
the paper (which was short, and the tone obstructs your vision at the present moment, to reeei\ them.
of which was unexceptionable- decorous) you have now ail excellent opportunity of taking
There i- quite a feeling in >«*uth Boston in
and have leave to send anything of a sim- a good look at me.” Deputy, irate. “But the favor *>f the execution f .Jesse Pomeroy, tin
bov
murderer, and petitions are being efreuiailar character to be read in reply, with Judge has ordered me to put you in or out.”
?cd asking the b.jicnior not t * commute hithe assurance that if he should prefer to
“Ilm! well, you may present the Judge with sentence.
vindicate himself by a personal address, ! my compliments, and tell him to-."
! A young idiot of a practical ;<»ker at « arlisle
the society would be most happy to reUi, Esq,-! waiting for mo?" inquir ies 1 Canada, a ft w da\' sur e,
jerked a chair from
ceive and to hear him.
Mr. <_ lient as he seizes the hand of his counsel, beneath a young lady, who m falling injured
so
hu
'i-\erely that convulsions ensued,
and they both pass into the lobhj.
Deputy and spine
tin* injuries an* expected t«> prove fatal oi
seizes his note book and makes an entry, pon- to result m mental
derangement.
—To be a bachelor is esteemed such a
dering, no doubt, upon the dignity of the law.
.lolm I'.. Simmon.-', who w as arrested several
privilege in Tennessee that the whole tribe
The city government is finally organized, and
veai
'in«* fur forging note* <d various parties
are to be taxed 1'or the luxury.
A bill has the executioner is
busy with the municipal in Pittstndd. aud e>caped from the officer havbeen introduced in the legislature which guillotine lopping otf the heads of its victims. ing him in charge, was after a short time return
declares that every male inhabitant ol the The first caput that fell was that of the City cd to jail at Norridgewock, where in* now r,r-»
awaiting “coining events.”
X. Fogler was elected in place of
state over thirty years of age, being ot Marshall.
Tie- Portland Pres* (the ICepubli an orgathe present incumbent. Eeander Week- was
sound mind and enjoying good bodily
urges the governor t<> appoint Sewall ( St rout
re-elected City Treasurer,True 1*. Pierce, Esq..
of that eitv to the vacancy -*0011 to be made on
health, remaining unmarried titter the I.-t
City Solicitor, and Fred Bern*. * hit t Engineer the >uprei)ic bench of thi> state. Mi strout
ot
shall
a
tax
of
ten
is
a O.-nio. rat. and the supreme judges are now
day
•»f the Eire Department.—the latter securing a
May, lsy.'i,
pay
dollars annually. In order to make it fair very fluttering vote. Ic ing the cut in- vote all Repub I'- Hi

—Here, Barnabas, elevate

Wagner Case.

They find coastwise and foreign trade so
Judge Virgin rendered the following decision
in the Wagner ease lids morning: Prayer for
depressed that they cannot obtain emplov- injunction
denied. Petition dismissed. Excepment for their vessels at
any price. Nei- tions have been taken to carry the ease to the

ri’rog. Age.

In the annual report, of the Maine Central Railroad, just issued. President Morrill devotes considerable space to a discussion ol the matter of the tax which the

nose

interest and insurance, and that their
III
prospects for the next six months at least

offended the
it for personal and political ad- Journal editor's classical r
taste except in
(.
modern
the
more
form
of
vantages, it can add nothing to the sum of adopting
expression
lor the words “muketli” and “conference
the
moral progress. The temperance
patrons latter word being synonymous with “conversaol rum shops should be choked off.
tion.”
This is exceedingly small critic'sm
are

the

earn

resolutions, talk of the degradation of
drunkenness and the need of reform, and ther

tip their glasses a dozen times
Every observing man has at least

pull

And in New

leave

earnest men in the

restorer, balmy sleep.”

ot their

lie

fright-

a

Democrat:*;
very largely

In some places, Philadelphia particularoft'drinking, and the grog ly, those who own vessels are discouraged
shops of the city could not live a month.'1 at the business prospects At that port die
It is as true as gospel. If the
prohibitory largest sailing vessel owners own or conidea has any merit, any force,
any virtue trol Ot brigs and 8b schooners, t sually
to promote real
temperance, it is neutral- they are employed in br'nging sugar from
ized by the rank hypocrisy of those who
Cuba, lumber and cotton from Pensacola
call themselves its
especial triends and and Galveston, and taking coal eastward.
guardians There are a few honest and Those shippers complain that they cannot
ftnrc men

contoitions ol "twelve good men and true” in
their daily struggle with “Tired nature's sweet

caprice

consists in

circus, where

witnessing the

Lewis W ilarriman, of Mt. Desert, who left
his coat and vest too near a lire, while in the
woods, had them hurued, with a slim of money

*•

it will be remembered that, on tin* first
trial,
Stiekney, rep., and Laughton, Deni.,
A philosophical oiti/enof
Belfast, whose
These are dangerous times for editors.
had just 1 lib votes each, while Blake had
leisure and powers of observation have
In Aroostook an irate female assaulted
181. At the second trial, Laughton ran up
enabled him to accumulate much wisdom
the proprietor of the Pioneer. In Biddeto 1019, Stiekney to 14-Sb, while Blake
in the matters of
daily life, recently made went
ford a treacherous attempt was made to
a madown to

a remark which let in a flood of
light
upon the subject of temperance, as managed in Maine. Said he, “Let the tcmpcr-

unjust aspersions

tion of those who have made tiie name
illustrious, and who, so fur from having
their fair lame smooched in the annals of
the country by the ignorance or

error

Generalities.

Hocki,ani>, March 22d.
was tendered

lour correspondent this week
a resen cd seat in tlie new
judicial
lie has Iieeu a regular attendant,

of the historian Bancroft, was presented.
It was from the pen of Thomas (’. Amory,
Esq., oi Boston, whose descent from the
family entitles him to speak in vindica-

The

orrespon ilence of the Journal.

was so far impressed with the truth of
am under orders to clear out ever*,
< if
body.*’
monopolized the fruits there- these observations as to request their pres- ! course,” again responded Blaekstone. absorbed
tight, and make- discrimination* against Portident
to
read
here
the
sent
publicly
paper
with anything but the idea that his own person- land.
The increase ol'postage upon mail mat- of, and has a claim to recognition, which
the descendants of Gen. Sullivan, and
by
should have been'favorably considered
was at all relevant to the <-a-e.
--But 1
A procession m dooo eolored laborer* iu
ter of the third class small packages,
it was read accordingly by Mr. Wallace ality
don't know you from anybody else
In party equity the editor of last
Promi- Washington and tin* District marched in probooks, cuttings, seeds, transient newspa- long ago.
evening to a large and appreciative nent
i cession to the \\ lute House, to complain of mu
member stopping short and fastening Iris
the Ago has a hundred times better claim audience. The society has directed that
having revived tli»- inonev appropriated 1
pers, etc., which was enacted by Congress

J

vestigation
they made

Gen. Sullivan from the

(

Letter from Rockland,

others have

mee^™7vr\-r?cilic
at New 1 ork on
meeting
Friday. Hon. J, 1)
prcsided> and the Presi™f
roaJ explained the
would have been aided by such men as
‘I16resolution was
advantage of the
route. A
—Massachusetts lias been footing up the
the
and the Liberals generally.
chairman of the meeting toadopted directing
Christiancy
bills she paid for the Sumner funeral, and
ot set en to confer with the appoint a committed
directors of the road finds that it cost
m regard to its
—.Joint Mitchell, the Irish patriot, is
$29,000 to put the dead
management and the
future interests of the bondholders. presentnnd11
Senator under ground.
dead.
bondholders liol.l

office he held. The deputy replied in his
usual slow and deliberate way
“Very
well, Mr. Roberts; the matter is in your

Let no Republican lie misled by Democratic
exaggeration of local issues. They are lighting
solely ill the hope of proclaiming to the disloyalists of the country that Bangor has gone back
on its record, and surrendered to the Bourbons.
Laughton is the figure-head, but the indorsement would be claimed for the Gordons, the
John Young Browns, and the White League
Stand

himself to desire such an
lie could not hope to rise to

On Thursday last at a private interview,
the Collector informed Mr. Parker that
he had decided to make a change in the

election—

villainies in the South.
the Union!

brought

higher plane of his appointee’s ideas,
and lie ought not lor an instant to suppose
that he could sink him to his own level.

denunciations were launched. It
was, the Whig declared, the strife of the
rebellion overagain. Wc make a few selec-

morning

abhors all littleness and

so

association,

same

of the

little

was so

meanness, that it was a marvel how Bar-

September day, Emery was found to come
up smiling with a majority in the loyal
city of Bangor, it was an awfully rough
iile for the Whig to gnaw.
And again in the city election this spring,

Whig

and

objects,
nabas

tions from the

appointee

accustomed to the low and crooked ways
by which the Collector approaches his

the mildest of its epithets. But when the
smoke cleared away at the close of that

the

The

particulars.

in its last hours, was the change urged by to the office of Collector than the individsame comthe express companies whose small pack- ual who holds it. The manner of making
mittee, no possible pretext exists lor dea place for the Age is the objectionable
age business had deserted them by reason
fending tlie interference of the military of tiie cheaper postage rates. There was feature of the business. It was undertaken
with the organization -of the Louisiana
in that tricky way which marks every
no claim advanced that tiie Post-Office
legislature. Nevertheless, the majority of Department would lose
movement ot the Collector, even when
a
anything by
that body are compelled'to submit to the
continuance of the cheap rates which were an open and straightforward course would
arbitration of outsiders rks the only means
adopted for the benefit of the people. The answer better.
ol redress, and in the
As soon as the circulation ot the petition
h4pe of regaining only argument adduced in support of tiie
by it what they were deprived of by brute
was known, the ifiends ot Mr. Parker
charge, was that the express companies
force,
flic deliberationsfot the arbitration
desired tiie small package business; and started a counter one, which stated that
committee have thus tar been
strictly pri- it was eminently fitting that in the last he had not resigned, and asking that he
vate, even the counsel 4f the respective
be retained. This received a large
hours of the Republican Congress, that might
parties being excluded. Is is understood,
number
ot signatures, many ot which had
desire should have been gratified. That
however, that the report will lirst lie
the explanation that they ‘had
tiie people will now have to pav the ex- appended
made public in New Orleans, and to the
the
other petition under a misapsigned
press companies for transportation two or
parties especially interested. The con- three
Of course news of this
prehension.”
times the amount ot postage heretoservative representative! are confident
counterblast was at once conveyed to the
fore paid on small packages, does not apthat the arbitration will result in their
Stockton grocery. The audacity of the
pear to have entered into the minds of the
favor, and insure to them a majority in
was such that Barnabas lost his
thing
late Republican legislators, or if it did. to
the house. Mr. Wheeler and other
head, and couldn't tell whether he had
repub- have influenced their deck inn.
licans had so little doubt that any lair incounted two or three dozen eggs out ot

impression.

1

1

The

Emery.

Custom House Commotion*
Mr. Bancroft's Injustice to General
Sullivan,
When, four years ago, Barnabas apthe
recent
At
meeting oi the Historical
pointed Rev. Wooster Parker to a responsible position in the Belfast Custom House, Society of Maine, a paper vindicating

bitration in fact rests on the pledge of are tired ot such foolish rant as makes up
those members to submit their claims to the above extracts. It means that, the
the gentlemen named, and is the out- people declare that dead issues shall he
growth of what is known as the Wheeler dead, and that the living ones are those
compromise. Arbitration in contested elec- measures which shall make brotherhood,

•'

:■

The Ides of March in Bangor,
Somehow our friend of the Bangui Who*
fares hard when he draws his weapon and
rushes at

Ham. Ay. marry, is’t:
But to my mind,—though l am native here,
\ ud to the muuiier born,—it is a custom
M -n honored in the breach, than the observance.
! his heavy-headed revel, east and west,
Makes u- traduc’d, and tax’d ot other nations;
They ciepe u> drunkards, and with swinish phrase
•Soil our addition.
j llamlet, act 1, scene 4.

..

1

Ham.

asset, and the swaggering up-^pring reels;
A nd, as lie drains his draughts of Rhenish down,
Hu* kettle-drum, and trumpet thus bray out
i he triumph of his pledge.
IIor.
Is it a custom?

m

'•‘Mr

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Sermons from Various Texts*

Oil I riclav, Bessie Turner, 'whose name
ms Loretv.h ]-.•
p.,iwd so prominent a part
on
paper, v. a> placed on the stand. She
test ilied as follows—
• i». r.tiii'
a inTiiai< of i’ilton's house in Aj*rl 1,

ghost glides

—A

at

streets of Auburn—an

high,

rite

being investigated.

with a terrible

Extra

tleetness.

night through the
apparition nine feet,

aspect and wonderful

policemen

have

been

created to capture it.
—Maine is not, the only -late that is
cold March weather,
\loug the

having

Hudson,

on

Monday morning,

the ther-

mometer marked tmm six to twelve de-

grees below

zero.

—A man in Portland is

so much afl'eeted
by the sight ol the Pine (irosbeaks, that
he writes poetry to them in the
Daily
Press, and calls them angels.

—1The popular
spelling schools,

amusement
to

just

now

is

determine who will

be victorious in

a contest of
orthography.
should have commenced early in the
winter.

Ihey
—

A

man

discovered

agreed

to

in Jersey

city thought

lie had

tiling than divorce. He
fellow $100 to assassinate

a surer

give

a

his wife.
—Some enthusiastic folks at V est Camare grubbing in the wintry soil for a
coal bed, and think they are sure ot it.

den

—The Vermont Bible Society furnishes
the railroad cars with copies of the Scriptures for the use ot passengers.

liberty

because

the church.

they are devout children of
exchange has the follow-

An

ing in regard to the new Cardinal—
Archbishop McCInskey i- now tin years

< •• >i"• -t. a ward
The Kennebec Journal tells a
politi
story of cheer-. (»u>
hived he would
1 on the otlici side, d
young man in Yassalboro, in the last cia
i Monday
He did
ehalleu} e hi vote
stages nt consumption, who apparently so. .Mi Abbott’s name was on the cheek
died, and then name to litc, after having list and his vote was received. Abbott
had a glimpse of heaven. The Journal took no notice of \\ st then, but reflected
in a very sarcastic manner upon him in
says—
that afternoon’s paper, and on the follow
*i• <I
At his request tin* neighbor- weiv .til
ing day while taking occasion to oomph
I ill, who crowded tin- house for hour- lb told nient
the Republicans
-<'«und
'.lark,
generally tor their
them that, as In* died, all thingu the election, said it was
but only lor an instant: his eyes suddenly courtesy
only
opened to a new world, the real heaven, which lett for the Ilia:\v g. w. to prove himself
had been so many times in hi- thoughts and had the
connecting link between man and
o-iven him so much comfort in hi- last few weeks
Abbott also pointed severely to
of pain and sorrow. Me stood upon an emi- monkey.
him m a previous editorial. West walked
nence which overlooked a vast, and beautiful
plain: the magnificent, plain -trenhed farther into the business office the next day. Ah
than his enlarged v ision could penetrab
and In
bott happened to come down stairs and
described it m language which, to his mortal
Some conversation ensued.
auditors, seemed extravagant in the extreme. thus met him.
Before night, however. In* died in reality, ami
West finally said ‘‘all right,” and Abbott
was Iniriea Sunday.
supposing lie was going out turned about
The probability is that if the atterulino- West crept up like a eat and without
suddenly thrust his hand in Abphysician had a mind to speak, he would warning,
bott's face, and then suddenly drew back
that
lie
the
sufferer an anodyne and withdrew. He did not
say
gave
pull the editor’s
to relieve his distress.
These heavenh iio-e, though he has reported that as his
And Abbott now pronounces him
visions of sick people
generally have their story.
In print as a liar and a sneak.
Abbott resource in opium in some form.
fuses to take anything back and has no
occasion to resort to the law, and further
The debt of Camden is
SftS.SOO and lias hern
reduced $l!blU7 wittiin three years.
developments are now awaited.

a

<

<

In St. George, March 15th, Frank F. Blake, aged
in sending it through the mails, the au5 years.
fro, and it seemed that it would withstand money
thor advertises that money addressed to him at
all the efforts of the ice to break it, when
In Ash Point, March 17th, Moses Shaw.
Buffalo, N. Y., and inclosed in registered letRockland, March 16tli, Albert F. Sayward, aged
Where's the line gale?
suddenly, about 9 o’clock, moving majes- ters, may be at his risk of loss. The author’s 50 In
years and 9 months.
tically but swiftly, down upon it came an large correspondence with the people upon
In Warren, March 8th, David O. Williams, aged
Next. Sunday will be Master.
immense fragment ot the broken iron rail- medical matters, which we are credibly inform- 63 years and 4 months.
exceed three hundred letters a
In St. George, March 17th, Mrs. Lucy Watts, wife
Most time for the fire bug to he heard from.
road bridge, riding 20 feet above the sur- ed, frequently
and requires several trained and skillful of Capt. George Watts, aged 50 years.
day,
susthe
face and 200 feet long. It struck
The ity bell rings now at 7 o'clock, A. M.
In Tenant’s Harbor, March 17tli, Louisa B., only
medical assistants and short-hand reporters to
He sail he had
zen the road to Portland.
pension bridge, broadside on, on the Penn- enable him to entertain and answer them, as daughter of Capt. Jos. II. and Clara Davis, aged 6
The first wheel vehicle made its appearance
walked from Bangor, and proposed to reach P. sylvania side of the middle pier. Over well as his large daily dealings with disease at years.
In Tenant’s Harbor, March 16th, Frankie, son of
u the streets Tuesday.
the 'World’s Dispensary, appear to have pecuin the same way. 11c was last seen puffing his went the three lower towers with a crash,
Osgood and Marv A. Blake, aged 4 years.
liarly fitted him for writing the Work, by renlii Ellsworth, 51 arch 11th, Lillie, wife of Calvin
aud
Now, gentlemen of the uew eitj government.
and
strained
snapped,
down
cables
street.
the great
High
way
dering him very familiar with the every day
aged 20 years and 6 months.
ou going to fix that clock?
moved steadily on down medical needs of the people. He endeavors in Bunker,
In North Ellsworth, 5Iarch lltli, Mr. Warren B.
Loaded teams passed freely between this city the iron monster
railthe
white
crest
its
on
this Work to answer all the numerous ques- 5IcGowan, aged 26 years.
bearing
b
lias so seriously injured the upper bridge and
In East Surry, March 9th, Helen Evelyn, aged 4
lslesboro, Monday and Tuesday. They re- stream,
the tions relating to health and disease that have
the
Though
of
bridge.
suspension
ing
travel.
to
iat it has been closed
been addressed to him by the people from all years and 4 months, and Josie Francis, aged 2 years
port open water at Saturday Cove, but in their
towers on the dam stream side were
4 months, daughters of Joseph B. and Jennie
and
three
of the laud, and hence it contains import! W. \ isi. one of the Waldo bar. has been track found not less than twenty inches of good
51. Mason.
all overturned, and the lower cable was parts
ant information for the young and old. male
In
5Iarcli 10th, Sarah E., wife of Joseph
of
for
Bangor.
ice. A vessel at Ryder's Cove with goods
pc Solicitor
o-.j
broken, the three upper towers remained and female, single and married, nowhere else Card, Surry.
aged 21 years and 11 months.
the
and
Castine
was
not
cable
is
and
the
that
All
the
most
minstrel
to
be
found.
diseases
In
discharged,
parties,
being
tiiai
>
company
prevalent
upper
\\ |„,r,
Bangor
standing,
Cranberry Isles March 5th, 51rs. Susan II. Pres66 years.
freight hauled across to that town.
broken, only the wire strands connecting ot both sexes are also plainly and fully con- sv,Inaged
coming here by special request?
North
5Iarch 19th, Isaac B. Leach,
it with the roadway having parted when sidered and means of self-cure made known. Esq., aged 72Penobscot,
the
Buy
for
building
contractor
years and 6 mouths.
the
weather
other works on Domestic Medicine, it
we go to press, Wednesday,
Gen.’T.eidley.
In North Bucksport, 5Iarch 4th, Lucy Rich,
10 o’clock Unlike
was swept away.
latter
the
By
on
of
Monday,
the
Cerebral
includes
this
city
Physubjects
Biology,
mild, with tin appearance of an extensive and River Railroad, was in
of Lathly Lewis, aged 5 years and 2 mos.
the houses on the flat were accessible, and siology, Hygiene, Temperaments, Marriage, daughter
lu Rockland March 19, 5Ir. Herbert J. Dow, aged
in consultation with Mr. President McGilyery
thaw.
the
all
of
are treated in
track
almost
which
the
railroad
36
etc.,
danger
Reproduction,
years.
dry;
Next day he met President
In Jacksonville, Fla., 5farch 15th, 5Iiss 5Iary D.,
It is a
an original and interesting manner.
I'v laai: who made the bet that the steamer and the Direetois.
was passed, the flood had done its worst.
of Horat io II. and Lorinda Carter, of this
and
Knox and Lincoln Railroad, at
!.<v\ jsti'ii could not reach her wharf in this Moses of the
The frightened inhabitants hurried t© as- compendium of Anatomical, Physiological dis- daughter
27 years.
Her remains were brought
city,
the
and
embodies
latest
Medical
the
aged
learn
Science,
purdo not
definitely
We
Rockland.
still
rehome
for
There
done.
interment.
certain the damage
tv. on the 23th. is happy,
coveries in each department.
In Waldoboro, 5Iarch 20th, Dea. Charles Sweetmeetings.
the
to
of
mained enough water in Germantown
l ie ady who exchanged muffs at the railroad pose
laud, aged 86 years. Mr. Sweetland was deacon of
boats
informs tha

News or the

Keep Your Feet Dry!

City of Richmond is now in excellent condition, ready to resume her trips between this city and Portland as soon as the ice
shall have taken its departure.
Saturday morning, a weary-looking traveller
smoking a very black pipe, enquired of a citiTim steamer

City and County.

—GO TO—

DINSMORE & SON
Buy yourself a Pair of

And

your Wife and Boys
and Girls a Pair.

Buy

They

Quaker Bitters

•pot

n

Tuesday.bv mistake, is invited

to

eall

Dodge's Saloon and receive her own.
style hats.—Philo Hersey, is advertising large
i he fortnight!' sociables at Bierces Hall by
lots of real estate for sale both in and out of the
ic Ui
v< 'salist society are very jileasant affiiirs,
People who wish to purchase desirable
city.
and

P

dancing.

tli refreshment' music

'die CM

1

l

aia

mi

on
v

houselots should look over his collection.—Mr.
Beaman calls the attention of the tanners to his

who are anxious to organtfiat tliev are unable to procure a
in which to hold meetings,
How-

fertilizer—Bradley’s Super Phosphate the best
in the market.—S. A. Howes A Co. have shingles and cedar fence rails for sale.—Farm for

windy morning last week, caused
.vehement, by walking up street

man. cue

ttle

•me

with

child's dress

a

pinned

to

sale

ill'.:
■

n1

'-

•oner

or

] I'o-'od. and must be

disposed

Modera tor, K. li. Hall; Clerk.
T. G. Pillsbury; Selectmen. Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor, James Mulligan, Samuel Oliver, W. II. Moody: Treasurer, E. 1>.

of

later.

Oliver; Collector, Isaac I'mberhind; Supervisor of Schools, Lorenzo Dunbar; Town Committee, IT. P. Cotton. T. ,T. York, Moses Perkins; Constables, II. P. Cotton. Isaac Cmberhind, and Lyman Winslow.

raiir-Mii

oieerns

tliem not.

river and har:»-r Pill

wldeh

passed

at

e
tate -e-'ioii nt t ongress contains a provisioti to a -ur'ev .f Belfast harbor, with a
v iew to
improvements.

j

—The resolution

Cmong the motions at the school meeting on
Saturday. wn- one in relation to employing
N irma

School

graduates

for

principal

of

ly party

tide

Tuesday by

course

matters
a

strict-

Another nail in the radi-

vote.

slowly.

shocking tragedy occurred in Lowell, Mass., on Tuesday. A man named
Charles Low called on his wife at a place
—A

On Saturday the
tory takes front rank.
bands ontributcd the sum of 840 to a fellotvorktnan, who together with l)i> wife, are i»l.
and unable, to work

where she

the vicinity of the lower
tuge and upper wharves, ttas eaten away the
mt tin- schooner Umpire easily broke
vn
from her moorings to Frederick’s

strong

on

the

Louisiana

cal coffin.

benevolent institution the Belfast shoe

bn

riie

approving

the President in

passed the Senate

teacher

the select and assistant in the high school.
Asti

word to say to the tax

Nobleboro.

continues t. be good, and tiie
oe'tion regarding the departure of the ice

■

a

C. I). Tibbetts.

payers.

ivei on the Beli:isl

Searsport village, by

—D. L. Pitcher has

his coat-tail.

shall expect lively times in the hay busiwhen in .■■■■ docs go out. The hay in the

We
'-

near

u

working, and asked

was

her in

He then

shot

the head, and blew out

his

private.
her through

own

with

to see

a

pistol

brains.

wharf, where she will load.
iSi.-

ladies

The

cntnnniul Committee have or-

dered the cups and saucers, to be used at the
entenuial tea-party in this city iu June, of the
(
>,aseow lb it;
unpany. Trenton. N. V. A

expected.

up some excitement
at searsport. and predict the end of all things
•n the 10th of next month,—sure thing, this
time, and Barnabas now seesjlie way out of
The Advents

are

Floods.

The papers are tilled with accounts ot
disasters by freshets in New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Ice collected in
the streams to an unprecedented extent,

■

general gooil time is

Spring

getting

many of them being frozen to the bottom,
and the ice gorges filling the high banks.
The heavy rains brought down floods that
dashed

these barriers, and being
The Ladies of the North Church will give an thrown back, submerged the towns upon
We append some ot the acentertainment at Peirce's Hall Tuesday evening the banks.
March 3oih.
Kcftpshments. Spelling Match, counts—
and Tableaux. Doors open at 0. Admission
New York, March 18. The incidents
25 •■cut-. Children under twelve, 15 cents.
of the breaking ot the great ice gorge at
The ice i- very firm in the bay and harbor, Port Jervis, which liaa so long been an
of apprehension and terror to the
file recent cold weather appears to have made object
inhabitants of that thriving village, are
more firm
I p to this date people have
described as having been more thrilling
tossed between this place and Castine. It will
than any since the memorable Mill River
not be surprising if the embargo remains up to
calamity. The timely announcement that
April 15th.
the water was gradually rising and that
the flood could not be long delayed had
The ice in the bay aud harbor will this year
enabled the people to prepare for the caremain longer than at any time of which there
In the three previous frozen sea- tastrophe in a measure, but the panic was
arc records.
i
In nevertheless great and many persons narsons. it went out at the following dates:
! rowdy escaped with their lives,
'l'olein
March
in
IMls, March 23d:
1835,
17;
1844,
grams were coming as last as they could
March 2‘Jth.
be read from places up the river, and the
Tile weather for the past week has been iii- telegraph oilice wras besieged by crowds
u
for the season, the thermometer of people who anxiously inquired, “When
tensly
Watches were set. preeach morning marking dose down to zero. It will it be here ?”
bas bet i. more like January than March. The parations for a general alarm were made
and many began to pack up their goods,
• ■ill
now running high, and we are fairly enwhile few went to bed during the night.
titled ti
better temperature.
About ;! a. m. news of the ice having
of
in
at
St
distress
Ship City
Brooklyn,
broken through the pass at Narrowsburg
rhomas will have a steam pump sent to her was telegraphed to Mayor Abbott, who,
iron. New York, and will sail for Liverpool,
perceiving the imminent danger, at once
after discharging sixty ions of cargo. < apt. E. aroused the whole police force of the vilH. H-Triman will proceed to the ship from lage and ordered them to awaken all the
people living on the flats at Germantown,
Liverpool, as underwriters’ agent.
a little settlement half a mile w’est of Port
on Fridav Mr. Daniel llaraden missed eight
Jervis. These people were warned to get
his choice pullets from the coop, and found their household
goods in readiness for
the
assistAnd
one mutilated by some animal.
removal, and to be prepared to flee to
ant
pondering the question higher ground at a moment’s notice. At
po*i-m:t»;.-i
is better to own a spotted pup and J.lo a. m. the ice passed Rond Eddy,
whethei
twelve miles above, the crest ot the wave
i ;i\ the lien bill-, «»r to do without canine combeing ten or twelve feet in height. Everypanionship.
was swept away before it, and at
t har :<"
Y. Poor, who died in Boston last thing
0 o’clock the screaming of a sharp whistle
week. wa> a native of Belfast, having been born
aroused people from their beds, and they
lie was for some years in busiHere in 1M7.
rushed out into the streets.
ness h'-rc, and afterwards removed to Boston,
in the mean time there had not been
where h* bc« aim- a member of a large drug
quiet times at l’ort Jervis. An anxious
<
the
he
of
linn
1 ! two years
was a member
throng was at the river side, and the more
Massachusetts Legislature.
cautious people were on housetops and on
An
the hill beyond the railroad track.
A
of ladies and gentlemen were in this
soon came rushing down the Valengine
■ir* shopping on Wednesday, who left LaisdelPs
ley Railroad keeping up a continuous and
Cove. Isicsboro, and reached this city in fortydeafening screaming with its whistle,
live minutes driving. They tried the ice in sev- while several men stood on the tender
u places, and the thinnest found was eighteen
waving their hats frantically and shouting
mche- The party ■•onsisted of Mr. Wyman and to
everybody to clear the track, for the
win-. Mr. Veazie and win
W. P. Sprague and llood was coming.
Several thousand persons were standing on the railroad track,
Mrs. Mathew-.
and when this warning was received bells
Mr. J. K. M' Ivelvev. 1 'resident ol the Portwere rung, whistles blown, and a scene
land Reform Club, will lecture in our city on
of wild confusion ensued. Several ladies
Temperance Sunday next, in the afternoon in fainted and had to be carried
away in an
the Methodist Church, iu the evening in the
express wagon. At the same time two or
Unitarian Church. Also on Monday evening three
wagons which had gone up the valin Hay ford's Ilall. Lectures free. All are inley to warn tiie people when danger apvited.
The Sunday evening lecture in the
peared came rattling down the track, the
North
Imrch will lie postponed two weeks.
drivers lashing their horses into a gallop
and crying that the water was coming
Horatio H. Carter, of this city, who has been
close behind them. Children cried and
in
engaged recently,
shipbuilding at Jackson- men shouted. Many were caught in the
ville, Fla., arrived home on Saturday last,with flood, which was about waist deep, but
his family.
They were just 100 hours from all waded through. Among these was
that place to Belfast—from perpetual summer the owner of three pigs, which he was
with its flowers to icy winter. We are pleased desperately endeavoring to save. Each
to say that. Mr. Carter will remain, having been
pig, held by a string attached to its hind
leg, tried to go in a different direction
engaged in the shipyard of Carter ,t Co.
both from his brute companions ;ynd disAs will be seen by our advertising columns tracted owner. The owner
struggled unthe Belfast Theatrical company will repeat the
availingly, and at length, letting go the
popular drama “Among the Breakers," at strings, saw his promise of bacon and
Harford Hall, this (Thursday) evening. They ham swept away.
The wrave which thus
won hearty applause for their excellent acting
deluged this village had first spent its
at their former entertainment.
On this occa- force on Germantown, on a Hat in the
bend of the river, half a mile above. It
sion they vv ill plav for the benefit ol tbe Belfast
Cornet Band. All citizens who wish to help covered about sixty acres of land, the
small frame buildings.
this popular hand should seeto it that tbe house houses mostly
Against these the water dashed huge
is crowded.
cakes of ice, destroying some, lifting
Capt. William MeClintock, senior, father of others from their foundations, tearing
J. Y. MeClintock, Esq., of this city, died at
away wings and overturning outhouses.
Bristol on the l*th. aged 9t> years and six The water filled the cellars and first stomonths. Capt. MeClintock was greatly respect- ries of most of the' buildings, in some ined by all who knew him—a man of sincere
stances even rising to the second story.
piety and great strength of character. For Fortunately, the inhabitants had all lied,
many years lie followed the sea, as commander and had removed much of their furniture.
All inis lime me water nan oeen pouron foreign voyages, in the course of which lie
over the ice-gorge, which hart not yet
met with manv adventures ami
interesting ex- ing
periences. He was always a man of temperate moved and which showed no signs of yieldhabits, which with a v igorous constitution, en- ing. The water stil! rose rapidly, and it
seemed that nothing could save the town
abled him to live to a great age, with no experifrom utter destruction. At about 8.40 the
ence of ill health.
gorge began to move, slowly at first, but
City Highway Disikict. Street Commis- gathering speed and momentum until it
sioner Carter makes the following statement of swept by the town at the rate of four miles
.'lie condition of matters in the City District, at an hour, passing over all obstacles, and
rounding the bend at Carpenter’s Point
[his time—
Cheer upon
There are in the District about 12 miles of with undiminished speed.
streets and 7 1-2 miles of sidewalk. Besides cheer arose from the thousands who were
these, the lower bridge, half a mile long, and watching the spectacle, it being evident
all the culverts and drains to lie
kept in repair, that the town was saved. As soon as the
t hey are culled in
good repair now by the auin the streets bethorities.
gorge started the water
to fall, and in ten minutes it had (alien
There was put into the
gan
in
district,
IHi4, cash and luxes,
eighteen inches. Within the next filtoen
HI this there lias been
minutes it rose nearly two feet higher in
expended.
the river, and great blocks of ice began
Balance,
$1,010.10. to be tossed upon and over the suspension
I think the same amount will
keep the same
to which all attention was now
streets, walks and bridges in repair for the bridge,
turned, as it seemed to be doomed to def. I*. Carter.
year 1875—say $5,717.75.
struction, The gorge was moving in a
At the annual meeting of the City School
compact form, and great blocks of ice
District, on Saturday, II. II. Forbes was chosen projecting above its surlace came in conagent. Grading committee, W. II. Fogler, .1. tact with the bridge with terrific force,
A. Ross and Mrs. Dickerson. One thousand swaying it powerfully, until the three-inch
dollars was voted for a free
high school, $1,000 cables seemed straining almost to breakthe high towers waved, cracking, to
for other schools, and
$500 to repair and reseat ing,
and fro, and the
one of the principal rooms.
planking was ripped up
The Trustees ol
like shingles. Still the stout cables did
Belfast Academy having refused to allow that
not break, and the towers remained erect,
building to he longer used for a primary school, i he
heavy timbers that bad been braced
a committee was raised to
examine the build- between the central
towers were snapped
and
a
ing
report to subsequent meeting the cost into pieces like matches, and yet the
bridge
«f adapting It for a free high school.
The did not go. 1 or fifteen minutes it endured
meeting adjourned to Saturday the 27th,
severe
this
pounding and thrusting to and
his Custom House troubles.

■

against

A telegraph
Harrisiuro, March iff.
who returned here from Bainbridge
at an early hour this morning reports a
great amount ot damage done by the ice
and high water yesterday in that vicinity.
A warehouse containing 5000 bushels of
corn was swept away, the depot forced
across the track on a hill, the telegraph
office completely demolished, four canal
boats and a frame house forced on the
track, and six or seven badly injured. The
track from Collins station to Chickies is
covered with from eight to ten feet of ice
in many places for a distance ot a mile or
more, and telegraph lines destroyed for
eight or ten miles.
A family on an Island above Bainbridge
was forced to the root of their residence,
the water having risen to the second story.
They remained on the roof until the water
receded and were saved. On another Island the family took to the barn for safety
fearing the house would move. The barn
was forced tor a distance of 100 yards or
The family were rescued. It is
more.
reported that a man who attempted to go
to the rescue ot the latter family was carried down the river by the ice and has not
been heard from since.
Marietta, Pa. (eve) It is impossible
to imagine the scene presented here now
caused by the ice gorge yesterday. Nothing to compare with it has ever occurred
in this section. For a mile along Front
street immense cakes ofice are piled from
10 to 40 feet high, filling the canal and
covering the It. R. trapk, and in many
places tearing out and bending the rails.
Several canal boats are lying in an awkward shape across the It. R. track, and
were only prevented from demolishing
houses by large trees firm enough to stop
them. About *20,000 worth of rafts and
lumber were carried away. Miller &
Mtissers’steam sawmill was demolished.
(1 reat damage was done to houses by the
It.
water filling the first floor and cellars.
is estimated it will take 2000 men three to
five days to clear the railroad tracks. All
trains are running regularly via. Mount
Joy Brand]. Water was several feet higher than in the flood of'GO.
man

Then; is still another point in favor of narWhen the locomotive
row-gauge railroads.
runs over a man, two-thirds of the body is left
in good condition for identification.
Probate
Asa

Court.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

“Perspiration

lar, but has no
wick Collars, which retain their shape under all
ordinary circumstances, and keep clean longer

in

Stockton, Adalbert Crockett, Administrator; George
C. Morgan late of Burnham, Abby D. Morgan, Administratrix; Charles A. Hutchinson late of Searsport, Georgia A. Hutchinson, Administratrix; Caleb
Lamb late of Searsmont. Caleb Lamb, Executor;
Charles R. Thombs late of Belfast, W. G. Frye, Executor.

Appointed—William Adams over
minor heirs of Edward Gay late of Waldo; Horatio
Thurston over minor heir of William M. Dunbar;
Georgianna Frederick over minor heirs of F. B.
Frederick late of Belfast; Wayland Knowlton over

1875.

Searsmont; James C. Ellis over minor heirs of
Pauline C. Ellis late of Brooks; John W. Lang over
minor heirs of Jennie E. Lang late of Brooks; S.
A. Rendell over Nancy Kneeland of Stockton, a per
son of unsound mind.
License to Sell Real Estate on Estate
or—Rhoda A. Mitchell Cue ot Unity.
Inventories Filed on Estates oiEdward
Hilton late of Belmont; John West late of Belfast;
Hannah F. Hemenway late of Belfast; Charles D.
Field late of Belfast; Daniel L. Palmer late of Palermo; Peter Littlefield late of Prospect; John
Alexander late of Belfast; Zajioc Tilton late of

Troy.
Allowed on Estates or—Dearof Prospect; Abigail Bradstreet
late of Montville; Richard Sherman late of Winterport; J. W. Levenseller a minor; Rosa M. Ranlett
a minor; Daniel Littlefield late of Brooks.
Warrant of Insolvency Returned on Es
tatf. of—Mary A. Hopkins late of Frankfort.
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates
Accounts

born Harriman late

of—Ira B. Dean late of
late of

Brooks; Frank B. Frederick

Belfast.

Decreed—Augusta I). Cutler of Searsport, to Augusta I>. Sawyer; Jennie R.
Gilmore of Belmont, to Jennie R. Holmes; Lucy
Eveline Bradstreet of Freedom, to Lucy Eveline
Gray.
Change

ot

Names

Will Probated

of

—Charles R. Thombs of

Belfast, In which, alter making sundry bequests to
children, he give9 to his wife his household furniture, wearing apparel and the income of one-third
part of the residue of his estate, to be paid to her
annually so long as she remains his widow, the balance of his estate to his children.
his

A

$4.00 BOOK FOR $1.50.

The People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,
in plain English, or Medicine Simplified : By R.
V. Pierce, M. D., Counselor-in-Chicf of the
Board of Physicians and Surgeons, at the
The
World’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.
above Work—a book of about nine hundred
large pages, profusely illustrated with Wood
Engravings and Colored plates, and well and
strongly bound—will be sent, post paid, to any
address, for One Dollar and Fifty Cents—making it the cheapest hook ever offered to the
American People. Other books treating of
domestic medicine, of like size and style of
binding, and not nearly as well illustrated,
with no colored plates, and some of them containing no prescriptions and making known no
means of self-cure for the diseases which
they
discuss, sell for from three dollars and a half
to five dollars.
Were Dr. Pierce’s Work not
published by the author, printed and bound
with his own machinery, and were it sold thro’
agents, as other like works are, the price of it
would have to be not less than four dollars.
For when the publisher pays the author a fair
price for his production, then adds a profit to
his investment large enough to satisfy himself
and compensate him, not only lor his labor,
but also for his risk of pecuniary loss which lie
assumes in taking the chances-of the enterprise
proving a success, and when the State, County
and canvassing agent has each received his
profit, they have added to the expense of a
book, that originally cost about Sl.liS, so much
that the poople have to pay not less than $4.00
for it. The People’s Medical Adviser, on the
contrary, is placed within the pecuniary reach
of all classes by the author, who adopts the
plan of Grangers, dispensing with middle men
and giving the benefit of their profits to the
little above
people, ottering his book at a price those
desiractual cost of publication. That
ing the book may run no risk of losing their

money
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NOW!

DINSMORE & SON,
HAMBURGS!
We intend by LOW PRTCES to

A. D.FRENCH&CO.,
Having

formed

a

nm

lively by Hamhnrgs

season

|
-«»-

on

on a

good water and fruit trees.
1 Beautiful House, L, Carriage House and Stable
on Congress Street, in the best of repair with all

1875.

with

to carry

Ladies’ New Style

1 Large Two Story House, L, and Stable on High
Street, centrally located, and capable of being one
of the finest residences in the city. The lot lias a
frontage of 7 1-2 Rods on High Street, besides drive-

Business at A, D. FRENCH’S

SHINGLES
CEDAR FENCE RAILS
QUANTITY FOR SALE

BY

S. A. HOWES & CO,
Notice to Tax

;Mf

Ten Good Reasons Why
Every Farmer Should
Use Bradley’s Super-

Payers.

'Taxes that are not paid by the first of May will be
advertised and sold.
I will be at Oakes Angler’s
store from •-* until 4 R M., of each dav until the tir-t
of May.
D. L. RiTCllER,
OwiW
Tax Collector.
Belfast, March *J4, 1-r.T.

We shall

To tin* Honorable
of Waldo.

Judg«- of Proba!-*

for

RUSSELL A. 1REAT of Frankfort, Administrator of the estate of Alary A. Hopkius late of
Frankfort, in said County, deceased, respectfully
that the goods, chatties and credits of
represents
eunl deceased are not suflicient to answer his just
debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of
six hundred dollars.
The property to be sold con-

I

cent.

4th. It adds permanent value to your sod.
5th. You cannot keep up the fertility of the soil
unless you restore it to what you have taken away
by constant cropping. Bradley’s Phosphate- supplies the required constituents for plant food which
all soils must have to grow a profitable crop.
0th. When tin- season is late, you need Bradley’s
Phosphate to start your crops, so you can not onh
have a good crop, but have it up and lioed talon*

si.'ts of the homestead lately occupied by the said
Mary A. Hopkins and a store formerly occupied by
the husband of deceased, and by a sale of any entire
portion of the same, the residue would be depreciated
in value.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to .-ell and convey all of the
real estate of <aid deceased, including the reversion
of the widow's dower thereon,) as will satisfy his
debts and incidental charges, and charges of Admin
istrution, at public auction or private sale.
RUSSELL A. TREAT.
Ai

NOTICES.

of Probate, held at

a court

the Countv of Waldo,
March. A. 1). 1875.

Upon

on

thoroughly

Belfast, within and for
third Tuesday of

the

j^p-Remember

!

Erysipelas. Scrofula,

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
notice to ail persons interested by
petitioner gi.
a
causing copy of said petition, with this order there

TRAVELERS^

When you visit or leave the City 0/ NEW YORK,
save annoyance and expense ol‘ carriage hire and
stop at the C»11A.NTI> (LKIOX HOfKL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT, it has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all mod-

on,

be

to

published

three weeks

successively

Plan. The lt-ESIAI'HANTk, Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora
person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for Jess money
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
Hotel in the city.
Stages and Cars pa.-s the Hotel
G. E. & W
every minute for all parts of the City.
D. GARRISON, Managers.
lvrsplfi

should

same

not

A true copy,

single

he

in the

ADI SON

of

Probate for the County

Published as a warning and for the benefit of
Yoi-'NG Men and others who suffer from NERVOUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, ete.,
supplying the means of Self-Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid directed envelope.
Sufferers are invited to address the author.
N AT HAM E L M A Y FA IR,
P. (J. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
CmolOsp

permanent

All persons indebted to A. 1>.
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

!

I

of

! Geo.

■ "•

effectual and

profit,

cur

I.A I!•

hu'»- b-

we

VF.RY I.< »W

a

entire

OTTONS

W. Burkett W Co..
Me

Hayford Block, Belfast,
_

__

| The Great Spring Tonic! |New Firm!
OSGOOD’S

having he- >mc
A B. WADLIN, by the purcha-e

'1'’111. subscriber*

;

u

r-

of hi- stock

INDIAN BITTERS! iSTOYES.
Tin, and Iron Ware 4r.
/•: VER V
BOTTLE
WARRANTED! |
An OKI and

Reliable Medicine.

Try it.

I

Biu.nn'.s Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss
of Appetite, .Lu ndkt and every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach or Liver.

Together with the Tools and Machiner;. ir*1 i:
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the ..M m
iners, and AS MAN Y NKW uNFS a- arc ;
us a call, with all kind- of «•<. cl

a-*-.!

give

with

WM. O. POOR & SON,

as

GOOD AN ARTICLE

Johnson Block,
Where you

can

tind

a

LARGE STOCK ol
-AND Ai

Drugs. Medicines, Trusses.
to

AS

&c.

LOWFIGURES

Help

As any

Themselves."

ai a

i

THE

an

IIAMBURGS,

C

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

ex-

from Belfast. Churches and excellent Schools within a mile; 25 acres of tillage land
under good cultivation, free from rocks and stumps,
cuts 25 tons of Hay by machine, 21 acres of good
Woodland, the rest in Pastures, all well watered
and fenced; good one*story house and L, of 13 rooms,
large new barn 48x50, carriage house, 25x25, wood
house, 30x10, all in good repair.
Thrifty voting
Orchard. Don’t fail to call and see this farm before
looking further. For full particulars address c. D
TIBBETTS, Searsport, Me.
Sear sport, March 10,1875.—*4 w88

TO

margin

;

“Help Those Who Try

great bargain,situated only one mile
from Searsport village, six miles

MADISON T. BATCHELDER.

on our

0. W. FRENCH.

cure

Farm for Sale.
undersigned will sell his
cellent Farm of 16 Acres
THE

BATCHELDER, Guardian of
Killinan, minor daughter of Thomas
said County, deceased,
respectfully
his

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
March, A. D., 1875.

a

TWO THOUSAND CASES of the severest
of ERYSIPELAS, S( ROEULA, and
SALT RHEUM, invites all that are alllicted with
any of the above diseases, to visit Portland and
make all the inquiries they please iu regard to his
skill as a physician.
Chios IS
than
forms

I

SALK

50

a

by

I

In order to make

induced to mark down to

more

Kate L.
F. Killinan in
said ward is seized of one undirepresents that
vided tenth part of certain real estate situate in
said Prospect, consisting of about fourteen acres of
land, with the buildings thereon, being the homestead of the late >teplien F. Killinan. That John
F. Libby of said Prospect, has made an advantageous otler for said interest of one hundred dollars.
That it is for the interest of said ward that said
oiler be immediately accepted.
Wherefore your petitioner pray vour honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey the same to
said Libby for said sum.

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID,

near

■

Cottons!

Bleached

place, No.
the Court

Carefully prepared from the original Recipie by

of

granted.

Judge

St.,

BOSOM.' RF.ri iVI

I tNT X

TV

A. D. FRENCH.

h. a. lamb
Portland, graduate
of Harvard University, has discover' d mediDr,
cines
which he has effected
of

ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Attest —B. P. Field. Register,

To the Honorable
of Waldo:

Salt

and

Rheum.

Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate < iliice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the

European

20 Church
House.

the

For all

tin-

/\

4U UOZ.'-llin«lVo.nnt

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.

haying.

7th. It will always prove what it is recommended
to be—a genuine Bone Phosphate.
sth, It is tlie Standard Phosphate of the countrv.
Mb. None is sent to market till analyzed uiul
known to be up to the required standard.
10th. It is endorsed by the best scientific men of
the country, by the press generally, and lard and
best by the most
practical larmerthroughout the Union. For safe by
E. BEAMAN, Foot of Main St.
4weow38

r

i

Ware, Sinks,
Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe, Sheet Zink,
&c., &c., &c.

j

1st. Because it gives the crop- a quick and vigor
start.
2d. It matin os the crops from fifteen to twenty
days earlier than any other manure, thereby in many
oases saving the entire crop from early frost.
lid. It will increase your crops from 5u to 100 per

the County

('•

12 i-2

at

STOVES! Linen Bosoms
Tin

ous

Sl.OoauO,Clear Salt Pork,
$2Ga2j‘
$? 1.2Ga00 Mutton per lb.,
7as
9al0
$1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
l.uGaOO Turkey per lb.,
18a22
Corn,
»(JaOO Chicken per lb.,
18a22
Barley,
2.25a2 87(Duck per lb.,
isa20
Beans,
18a20
Marrowfat Peas, l.U0al.25 Geese per lb.,
£12a1C
ton,
Oats,
GOaGOjHay per
$l.2Ga0.co
r»oar>2‘Lime,
Potatoes,
40a44
7a8 Washed Wool.
Dried Apples,
.'lOnlM
4Qa50|Unwrashed Wool,
Cooking App!«
ddaOO
Pulled
4.'5:ilG
Butter,
Wool,
laaOO Hides,
7a0:
Cheese,
20a00 Calf skins,
14a00
Eggs,
10al7 Sheep Skins,
$l.u0al.7G
Lard,
8al 1 Hard Wood,
£;>.Gta.4C0
Beef,
roa.OOSoft Wood,
Baldwin Apple-.
^l.oOat.u)
4: f>
7a0 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
~a0 Straw
Dry Cod,
$7ACa8

keep constantly on hand

First Rate Stock of

a

Phosphate.

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, March, 24,1875.
iual2
$5.00a9.o0Round Hog,

’Corrected

selling

Now

Cambnes

Dress

Summer

stand, No. 20 Church street.

old

an

1 New Two Story House and L on Belmont
Avenue with 1 3-8 acres of land.
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue one mile from l’ost
Office, 40 acres, fruit trees, two story House; L,
Shed and Barn.
1 House Lot on High Street, containing 1-2 acre,
the most desirable of any unoccupied lot in the city.
1 House Lot on Union Street 1-4 acre, one of the
bist of wells, young fruit trees, and ror*k for a cel
lar.
1 House Lot on Bay View Street.
House Lots on Northport- Avenue, overlooking
the Bay, and containing 1-2 acre each.
2 House Lots on Belmont Avenue, 1 3-8 acr< «
each.
5 Store Lots on Main Street, 24x70 feet.
26 Acres of Land on Belmont Avenue, 1-2 mile
from the Post Office; 13 acres tillage and 13 acres
wood and pasture. This lot lias a frontage of 100
rods on the Avenue and is 44 rods in depth.
All the above property will be sold at reasonable
prices and most of it with reasonable terms of credit. Further information and examination of the
property can be had by applying to the subscriber
ut his office No. 19, Main Street.
PHILO HERSEY, Agent and Owner.
tf3S
Belfast, March 20, 1875.

II. F. WELLS.

IN ANY

beautiful shade trees and contains 5-8 of

way,

JUST RECEIVED AT

the

Stove and Tin Ware

acre.

SPRING HATS!

on

conveniences, 5-8 acre of land and forty
bearing fruit trees. This place is in all respects
desirable.

BELFAST

improvements.

save

our counters for

u

call attention of the public

GOODS.

We have

been quoted before.

:

large lot

one

chronic
resist the healing influence of Du. Morris
IIoreand
Wild
Syrup of Tar,
Cherry
hound.
Nothing that we have ever sold acts
with such promptness and certainty, in coughs,
colds hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all
diseases of the throat, lungs and chest leading
It is acertaiu cure for croup.
to consumption.
and the best known remedy for whooping
cough.
Cough worn victims whose lungs are
racked and torn with paroxysms which threaten to choke them, tind sure and speedy relief
from its use. Trial size 10 cents. Sold by Wm.
O. Poor a Son Belfast, Alfred Hooper,
Searsport. A. .1. Jordan, Orland. J. W,
Pep.kIns A Co.. Portland. General Agents,
lvrlti

ern

and

Repair all kinds of Rubber

modern

can

TO

ever

placed them up

as

kidneys, bladder and urinary organs.
Slop That Cough.
No pulmonary complaint however

IMPORTANT

DINSMORE & SON

You will

PRICES

LOWER

CHEAP!

Than have

Real Estate for Sale;

o’clock. Concert 7.30 o’clock.
open at
Admission 25 cents. Reserved seats 35 cents. Tickets for sale at Woodcock’s
lw38

Guardians

minor heir at law of Sarah E. Atkinson late of

VALUABLE

Don't use plasters, they will do you no good;
This
take Hunt's Remedy and be cured.
medicine cures dropsy and all diseases of the

SPECIAL

Rubbers!

AWFUL

71 Main Street.

Oraos3<3

with tho addition of the Side-Splitting Farce
Entitled

one

J'iU'ULol.'GJi, Judge,—B. P. Fiki.ii, Register.

The following business was transacted at the
March Term of said Court :
Administration on Estates of—Almon W.
! Clements late of Waldo, Rachel Clements, Administratrix; David Bryant late of Thorndike, Jane Bryant, Administratrix; George A. Buzzell late of
Belfast, Mary E. Buzzell, Administratrix; Eliza A.
Gay late of Waldo, Samuel Kingsbury, Administrator; Daniel Plummer late of Moutville, Albert M.
Plummer, Administrator; Joseph V. Griffin late of

and improved patterns, selling at

ever

Do you have a pain in your back in the morning, and is it with difficulty that you can move
in your bed? It' so your kidneys are diseased.

Flour,
Meal,
Rye Meal,

Men’s

EVERYWHERE.

,

It cost them s-i! to get a blacksmith to pry
open a Philadelphia charity box, and when lie
got in it and emptied out four cents, the charitable ladies who had been engineering that box
for a year, looked an awful look at each other.

Corn

SALE

over

Worth of HAMBURGS of the very LATEST '•t; !•

Style.

CopartnerSubscriber offers lor sale the most valuable I
Hayford Opera House, rpHE
would respectfully inform
1 and desirable lot of Real Estate for Residences ship,
before offered in this city. It consists of the
their friends, and the public genThursday Evening. March 25.
following described parcels
Church Street
Two
1
Story House, L and Stable
For the benefit of the Belfast Cornet Band. Concert
the residence of the late Gen. Webster.
known
half hour before the commencement of Drama.
erally, that they will continue
This house is centrally and beautifully located
7
Doors

••That cough will kill you, if you neglect it.'
said a New York merchant to one of his partners about nine weeks ago. “Try Hale's Honey
of Horehound and Tar,” he added, “it has
cured my wife of just such a cough as you
have and’l believe it would cure you.” “Nonsense mv dear fellow,” was the reply, “mine's
not a cemetery cough. It will go away of itself.
I'll risk it!” He did “risk it,” and is at present apparently in the last stage of Chronic
Bronchitis. He is now taking the remedy lie
scoffed at, and it relieves him; but it remains to
be seen whether it is not too late to effect a cure.
Cure

FOll

“The Duchess of Dublin,”
-A T—

•Tin RISK IT."

of the Latest

Flint & Co.
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

AMONG tlie BREAKERS

this day received

Pair of

a

Women’s Rubbers

At their Great Medical

Have kindly volunteered to repeat the very popular
D K A M A

in the world is the
dark and gloomy;
and everywith
himself
sorts"
he feels “out of
body else. Life is a burden to him. This can
all be changed bv taking Peruvian Svrup (a
protoxide ol Iron). Cases of 27 years' standing
have been cured by it.

Unhappy Person
Dyspeptic.. Everything looks

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.
Have

Prepared by Dr. H. S.

Amateur Dramatic Club

The most

Pike's Tooth-Ache Drops
minute.

BELTAST

lot at

everybody.

astonish
Get

Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

than linen.

THE

to

—

Belfast Cornet Band !

“Jane, what letter in the alphabet do you
like best?” “Well, I don't like like to say, Mr.
Sr.obbs.” “Pooh! nonsense! tell right out.
Jane. Which do you like best?” “Well” (blushing and dropping’her eyes), I like (u) the best.’,

To the Aged, they
blessing, —removing the in-

firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the
blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of

GRAND BENEFIT

soon “wilts” an ordinary coleffect on the Elmwood and War-

a

And. are Selling them at
such LOW PRICES as

and energy.

J
heaven bless and keep you from your
true love, Benjamin Herrick’,” was the way Webb).
In the death of Capt. Hatch, relatives and friends
the letter ended.
feel that they have sustained a great loss, lie was
Every bottle of Adamson's Botanic Cough a kind and generous brother and son, a highly reBalsam is warranted to cure all cases of colds, spected and beloved citizen. As a captain and busiman he was honest, active and true to his
coughs and bronchial or lung difficulties where ness
it is seasonably and faithfully used. Trice 35 trust. To the poor ami afflicted he was always
to lend a helping hand.
ready
Though his place is
and 75 cents.
vacant among us, his many virtues will long be remembered.
We
deepiv sympathize with his sisters
A little American lad who had just comand aged parents.
T.
menced reading the newspapers asked his father
if the word “Hon.” prefixed to the name of a
member of Congress meant “honest.”

‘•May

own

as

and

Lowest Cash Prices !

—

the Baptist Church more than forty years.
In So. Deer Isle, Feb. 13tli, Capt. David W. Hatch,
only son of Capt. Gideon and Abigail Hatch, aged
30 years and 8 months, (late master Sclir. Laura A.

bought

Have

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
are a

Cheap

were never so
are now,

they

DINSMORE & SON

Dlt. FLINT’S

n ...

render navigation in
practicable.
Twelve or fifteen houses had been demolished, and about seventy-flve flooded. People visiting their homes found ice-cakes
floating in the kitchens and deposited on
the parlor floor. Additions were detached
from main buildings, leaving household
articles hanging on the walls. In some
cases carpets were torn lrom floors and
deposited in the streets.
1 lie
Port Deposit. Mu., March ID.
flood here is fearful. The water is from 5
to 15 feet deep in the streets.
Nothing
like it was ever seen here before. Nearly
the whole town is flooded and there is
great destruction of property. Fortunately no lives have been lost so far. The
railroad depot is full of water as well as
the telegraph oflice, which was abandoned
last night in a boat. The operator continues the service irom his house.
Baltimore, March 19. At Havre de
Grace the ice has gorged about live miles
below the town. The wharves there are
all flooded, and whole piles of lumber
have been swept from them, which a large
number ot men are engaged in saving.
The street next to the river, above the
bridge is completely blocked with iee,
wood and lumber. The water is about
ten inches deep in the street, but is falling

HAMBURGS!

RUBBER BOOTS!

e

New advertisements. Wells
ladies that he is first in the market with new

1875.

1875.

House in the State

ALL KINDS OF

ROBERT F. CLARK

JOB WORK

Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
keep constantly on hand a large

S. HKRSFY, will
assortment ot

M'< I! A"

DONE TO ORDER.

8TOYE8
Of the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c

The WYOMING STOVE

FARMERS

Repairing STOVES, TIN & IR< »N W AUK
PIPE Sc PUMPS, with neatness ami Ji>|

v

newest

Made a spec.ahtv. Come and examine
foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the !
Upon
and best store in the world
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
Every moment of delay makes your cure more causing a copy of said petition, with this order there
JOB W ORK
three weeks successively in the
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice on, to be published
Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
Of all description promptly attended to.
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of Republican
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
who contemplate purchasing Moves
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for conProbate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
RECOMMEND to you Bradley’s X. L. phos- ana tinPeople
ware will do well by calling on me belore goof April next, at ten o’clock in the foreof Lime a- the very best fertilizer in die
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to Tuesday
phate
elsewhere.
Having had large experience in the
ing
noon. and shew cause, it any thwy have, why the
market. I have sold the article for about ten years.
business am satislied that I can give satisfaction.
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See same should not b(# granted.
The sale has increased from three to lour tons per
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
ASATIIURLOUGII. Judge.
R. F. CLARK.
W. W MERE 11
Ot. E. WADLIN.
year to thirty-live tons and always with very goner
B. P. Field, Register.
A true copy, Attest.
Belfust, Oct. 1.1th, 1874. —tf 10.
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
ul satisfaction, often with very large profits"
shall
be
to
furnish
the
farmers of Waldo County
prepared
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
with an article improved in quality fresh from the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast .within and for
P. S. ,1. B. Wadlin will be found at tie- ol
incurable by physicians of acknowledged abilitv.
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of mills and at a reduced price, on terms that cannot
for a short time, where ail those wli hu
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
D.
A.
1^75.
fail
to
satisfaction.
Those
in
want
of
a
v
fertiliz-an
cure
is
March,
the
rled
accounts will please rail aild •i'!' :
often progive
these evidences will show; but
call before purchasing elsewhere at the
er
.1. B. WADI.IN
Gmos.'JS
per Order
rnoted by the employment of two other lemedies
GORDON, Executor of the estate of M. B.
please
foot
Rea
of
Main
St.
Store
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
• Gordon late of Lincolnville, in said County of
i weow.38
E. B EAM AN.
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea W^ed Tonic
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first account
and 'Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
of Executorship for allowance.
1ST E W
the
That
said
medicines, aecordingto directions, Dr. Schenck cerExecutor
Ordered.
give notice to all
THE
SUPEHIOR
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
cured.
three
be published
weeks successively in the RepubFOUR TRUCK
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
apon the following Wednesdays, from U to 3 o’clock
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
und for said County, on the second Tuesday of
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
FOR
i illeys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jac
examination of the lungs, with the Hespirometor,
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
It you havn’t don’t fail to call at once and sec the
the price is $5.
not be allowed.
and Dagon Screws, &c.,
Ali Kinds of
Machines.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofASA TIIUULOl’GII, Judge.
Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster ! «-ON HAND AND JiADF, T<> OKKKR
A true copy.
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
These casters are easily attached to any Sewing I
Machine Jobbing of allkinds done wit h ii-p tand trv some of their Fresh Roasted
addressed.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and ftT Machine, by a clamp around each leg, thus saving
the labor of Drilling and consequent weakening of ;
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
the machine.
-March, A.D., 1875.
When thus attached, by pressing the foot upon a
MARRIED.
ANNAII M. PALMER, widow of Daniel L.
the

the

WALDO COUNTY.
I

Have You Seen It?

<

••

JM.

Sewing Machine Caster
—

ELLIS Hill'S!

SHOP!

MACHINE

—

,.

Sewing

-—

COFFEE2

In Centre Lincolnville, March 22, by F. B. Dunton, Esq., Mr. Daniel E. Martin of Camden, and
-Miss Melvina E. Richards, of Lincolnville.
In this city, March 21st, Mr. William C. Adams
and Mrs. Mary K. Dow, both of this city.
In this city, March 22d, Mr. Peter H. Monroe of
Troy, and Mrs. Celia V. Richards of Waldo.
Iii Northport, March 17th, by Rev. C. M. Rhodes,
Mr. Emulus A. Hills of Lincolnville, and Miss Car
rie E. Hunt of Belmont.
In West Camden, March 11th. Mr. Elbridge S.
Oberton of West Camden, and Miss Mary E. Wiley
of St. George.
In Ellsworth, March 13th, Mr. George W. Butler
; of ML Desert, and Miss Alice J. Gray of Bluehill.
In Orland, March 7th, Mr. Geo. II. Condon and
Miss Nellie S. Partridge, both of Orland.
In Sedgwick. March 10th, Capt. Emery E. Dodge
of Brooklin, and Mrs. Asenath Hopkins of Surry.
In Gouldsboro, March 13th, Mr. Charles Hooper
of Sullivan, and Miss Abbie A. Bunker of Gouldboro.

Obituary notices, beyond
Date,
must be paid, for.J
In Belfast, Mrs. L.
wife of Oliver Chase, aged

54

.Xante

and Age

years.

In this city, March 18th, Irvin N., son of George
Stover, aged 3 years and 0 months.
In Sear-sport, March 15th,Mrs. Jane W. Perkin*,
aged 50 years and 3 months.
In this city, March 23d, Willie M., son of Asa A.
and Augusta J. Howes, aged six years and 5 mo*.
In Belmont, March 1st, Nancy, wife of Thomas W.
Cunningham, aged O'.) years unci 0 months. [Before
printed incorrectly.
In Burnham, March 20th, Charles, son of Allison
L. and Margaret Carver,
aged 0 years.
In Lincolnville,March 17th, Winifred D. Munroe,

aged

10 years and 23

days.

j

ceased.

Ordered,

to all

In Northport, arch loth, Daniel Thompson, aged
55 years.
In Bristol, March
18th, Capt. William McClintock,
senior, aged 90 years and 0 months.
In Rockland, March
14th, infant daughter of Dan
lel McNeil.
In Cushing, March 14th, Darius Norton, aged 83
years.
In Warren, Patrick Melian,
aged 21 years,
In Warren, March 10th, Fred
Peters, aged 17 yr*.

That tlie said

Hannah M., give notice

persons interested by causing

copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
May appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA T HUH LOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
a

subscriber hereby gives public
concerned that he has been
T1IE
and
duly appointed
taken
trust of
of

notice to all

upon himself the

Administrator

the

the machine is raised from the floor, and rests
upon four swivel casters, and can be moved in any
direction. Then by pressing against the catch the
machine drops upon the floor and stands securely
lever

its feet, no weight resting on the casters.
Every lady who has a Sewing Machine

ou

knows
how often a machine has to be moved and the great
difficulty of moving them. By this device a child
ten years of age can move the heaviest machine to
any part of the room, or from one room to another.
It is so simple that any person can attach It or re
move it from a machine, and when attached is
rather an ornament than otherwise.

DANIEL PLUMMER, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law
directs; he therefore requests all persons

Casters will be left on trial two weeks without
charge, and removed if not satisfactory.
Orders left at Sargent & Babcock’s, No. s Main
St., will receive prompt attention.

JOHN S. FERNALD, Belfast,

are

indebted to said deceased’s estate to make

immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ALBERT 31. PLUMMER.

Agent

3w37

subscriber

upon

she has been
the trust of

notice to all
and
of

the estate of
GEORGE C. .MORGAN, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bygivingbond as the
law directs ; she therefore
requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
ABBY 1). MORGAN.

NO 5, Phoenix Row,
Can be found all the

upon

GOODS

notice to all
and

the estate of
ALMON W. CLEMENTS, late of Waldo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
RACHEL A. CLEMEFT3.
of

V '»* also have

a

Good Stock of

*•>

Advertised in this paper, at
and

even

lower

CALL BEFORE
20tf

as

low

prices.

PURCHASING !

ELLIS & GINN,
26 Chnrch Street.

POOR & WELSH

PAINTERS!
to do SHIP and HOUSE
*u a11 its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our
lubors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
bo a sufficient guaranty that work entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
are

t

v

following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :
The

Stationary Sngin0>

1

^

6xI'

governor, upright tubular boiler,
and pump complete.

-team

g.t

lo-at*

Upright, Portable Engine,

Heater.

with full
t
collars, cutters and counter shaft- coinpU’
inch -v
1 Wood Lathe, lb it. bed,
ranged to turn 7 loot circle at end.
1

AS1*Remember the place,

We

specialty.

Bolt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 1 inch fu.-lw
nished at low prices.
Contracts for building machinery «<> ;•

Irregular Bloulder,

nation

sell no SPICES but what arc warranted to be
STRICTLY PURE, and our TP A C us Good as
1 LHj
can be found in the market.
be
Among the many articles which we keep may
found Molasses or various grades, Syrups, Beef,
Meal.
Corn
Pork, Lard, Fish, Shorts and Feed Corn,
Hour,
Rye Meal, Wheat .Meal, Out Meal, Graham&c,
Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hominy.

29tf

a

und

CHEAP FOR CASH?

Castings

Of every description furnished when de-ire
N. II.—Bolt cutting and Nut tapping by mac i.

1

WHICH WE SKI,I.

——*

S. L H. WETHEREEE’S

subscriber hereby gives public
THE
DRY
concerned,
duly appointed
taken
herself
of Administratrix
that she lias been
the trust

now

We

THIS I KNOW!

Patterns For and

ed to sell heretofore.

ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST
OFTKX, thereby saving all the strength of the
Coffee which we give our customers the
advantage of

We

for this Section.

-THAT AThereby gives public
THE
concerned that
duly appointed
taken
Administratrix
herself

so much nicer than Coffee that has been
Roasted for months, as we have been oblig-

It is

$2.50. CHOICE FLOURS

PRICE,

estate of

who

__D1KI).
the

Palermo, in said County of
Palmer,
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
an allowance from the personal estate of said delate of

prepared

PAINTING

past

elsewhere. Shop over the Marble Wonts, High
Street.
JOHN II. POOR.
Belfast. March 18,1875. tf MATT WELSH.

F. A. HOWARD.

Propr.

SHOT—Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill. Cor. of
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Me.
:

For

< r
♦

Sale.

arrived and for Sale One Hundred go^d
sound Horses from Iowa, HI.. i*»id v
for
FARM, DRAY, h A Ml LI
LIVERY and PLEASURE Driving, weighing fr
9 to 15 hundred pounds and suitable for all kind> y>\
work, all of which can be seen and tried .to th*

JUST
young
souri, suitable

satisfaction of the
hain St., Boston.

purchaser-

Boston, March 17, 1875.

at

j*-'» and

*.»l u

I

'•

DRAPER & HALI
_’•

XOST!
Joseph Banks to Edward Hilton
note from U. It. Sleeper to said
also a
are cautioned against
the
making use
of said notes, as they are of no value to anv person
SAMUEI,
subscriber,
KINGSBI RI
but the
Administrator of estate of said Hlli. n
dwSti*

given by
certain
Anole
public
Hilton,

What

the

Bells

Say.

There is n.. darning hell!
! niversalist bell.
Said
Look up
hiav. n the holy day.
iiinvh. and learn the way:
Attend
lii'f' are ii** tin S. no fiends to blight
I'm In p< within the heart that*- riglit.
V»h ii no tall! no hell! no hell!
''aid tin 1 niversalist bell.

«M.

no

■

...

!well! d-< well! do well! do well!
"aid the I nitarian hell;
-one Iieiv and east aside \our load.
And w ork your way ahum the road,
W ith iaith in Cod and faith in man.
\nd hope in Christ w here hope began.
1 >v» \v • •! 1! do well! do well! do well!
"aid the I nitarian bell.

<

ii! -wad!! -well! ye waters swell!
Lvi,aimed in !■•■:!!- tin baptist bell:
Whih faith m Chri.-t above ran save,
M' ii mu-t !>« plunged beneath the wave
r * -bow the world unfaltering faith.
"u
'l! swell! -well! ye waters swell!
Kwlaiue d in peals the baptist bell.

"w

IV.vweil! farewell! base world, farewell!
< n*d on: the
Presbyterian bell!
Lit'- i- a boon to mortals given.
And there is nothing true but heaven;
1 > no: provoke the avenging rod !
*
-me here and learn the Will of Cod.
i-arewell! farewell! base world, farewell!
Cried out the Presbyterian bell.
\\'e tell the truth, the truth we tell !
>! ion led the Methodistie bell;
‘|«ir Lord ha- made salvation free:
A me need be lust on land or sea:
lb-pent, believe, have hope, and then
saved, and praise the Lord—amen.
I ke truth we mi! : w e tell! we tell'
"ii
imd tin Methodistie bell.
1

i
!_e\vri! m love excel!
Cliimed the episcopalian bell!
Hi*' i> th< church not built on sand,
hmbleui of one not made bv band:
lm ti inns and rules and
rights revere
And worship lu re—cine worship here!
h\'-'d in faith and works—«xeel!
* 'limit- i tinepiscopalian bell

borne him six children; has brought them
making all their clothing and her
own, besides doing sewing for others for
money which went into the “common
property;” has milked three cows twice
a day for ten years, taken care of the milk
and made butter from it; has cooked and
served about 10,000 meals: has attended
to the poultry, often assisted in loading
hay. and even cleaned out the stables.
She closes by saying “IWind nothing when
1 went there, and nothing at the end id'
those ten years of servitude. 1 had lived,
it is true, and was very moderately furnished with clothing. That is all lor my
labor. Mr A'oorns is in many respects a
good man; industrious, and like hundreds. honest with everybody except his

selves with, and that the whisKy that tlioy
were playing lor was the last ot a live
gallon keg sent to me Iroiu ’Frisco, and
hero they were squandering imaginative
millions over it. Well. I lav- still until
they had bet about a hundred millions,
when 1 got up quietly and took a look at
their hands. Grant had a pair of deuces
and Ingalls had three jacks. 1 waited
halt an hour to see who would get the last
drink, but my eyes were too heavy, and !
dropped asleep on my stool. When 1
awoke it. was broad daylight, and Grant
and Ingalls were both under the table. 1
measured the beans piled up on the table,
and there were just three peeks and a

quarter.”
‘\W ho got the whisky?"
■•I'll never tell you that, but it's my
opinion Grant did. lie had the bottle in
his hand, any how !”
"It is by no means improbable that Gen.
Bristow, Secretary ot the Treasury, can
sit as quietly behind three kings and a
pair ol aces and not betray his feelings as
any one in Washington. .1 do not say that
he knows how to plaj-, but I have yet to
see a Kentuckian ot his build and nature
who did not drink sugar in his whisky,
and play poker. A man in Kentucky who
cannot play cards would be like one in
Cincinnati who could not eat pork.
1 have not yet even touched the Senate
nor the House—
big bonanzas, both ol
them. Let me run over the list ol Senators
1 don't know how

!
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battlement- of b!i-s.
-s a World
Uke this :
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own. > e saint-, in heaven that dwell!
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And nothing on my mind.
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the barn-like meeting lion-.—
t in- •vabbath
day
\ I'l'ov.-l from A ibany and Tro\
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self upon tin* door,
A leader in tin dance*;
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I saw myself advance.
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final -other dcs-e -poke awhile,
\ id wli-ai In* readied the close
! -.me an edifying strain—
1 sang i! through my nose.
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W it! gc-r 1 faltered “Nay !’’
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party broke up rosy-lingered morn was
rolling back the somber lined curtains ol

night and ushering in another day, and
old Tice's wallet was empty. He was
apparently yore much crestfallen, and
Schenek

day
reported
next

was

correspondingly happv.

The

the way s and means committee
in favor of the Tice meter, and

the bill became a law, very much to the
sorrow of the distillers.
The meter was
a fraud ol the lirst water.
GRANT GRI'.AT ON T.l.l M

There are plenty of statesmen (?) in
Washington who can give Sohenck lessons
1 believe Gen. Grant can
in draw poker.

beat him “out of his boots,” as the WestNext to a
ern gamblers would express it.
last horse, the president loves a jolly party
ui boon
companions, and a game of “draw”
with all its accompaniments. There are
many stories told about the wonderful
pluck with which Gen. Grant bets bis
“hands.
lie plays them
“right up to the
handle,’ every time, said an old Pacific
coast gambler to me the other
day when
we were talking about poker
players. “I
have seen some mighty big games of ‘draw’
in my time,” said my informant, “but the
allfirdest game 1 ever saw was one Rule
Ingalls ami Grant played in my quarters
at Tort Dallas, Oregon, in the winter of
I8o3. We had been playing ‘cut-throat’
until midnight. 1 was pretty well ‘slewed,’
and turned in and fell asleep, .lust as day
was breaking I awoke, and there sat Ingalls and Grant playing ‘draw.’ There
was only about a half a pint left in the
bottle, and they were
r.ETTIN'G HIGH FOR IT.

They had black and white beans lor
chips, and there was about a quarter ol a

the table when I woke
up. What first attracted my attention was
hearing Grant say, “Rufe, I’ll see (hie)
you and (hie) go a million better.” I
could scarcely restrain myself. I knew
they hadn’t a half dollar to bless them-
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1 lie l mversity Medicines cure diseases that pityicians auuot cure ami couseipientiy pronounct tuem
incurable, (.alarm vthc mother ol consumption,
.-crufula, >aIt Klieuui, and many oilier m
lii(11i llii considered incurable, readily yn-ld under
u
treatment ot the Lniversit.v Medicine-.
Niim
greatest cures are ol a nature that will not permit
truncates to be made public,
such a- sp*-i mator
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ot tne globe.
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HORSE-FLESH!

Vitalizes and Knriches
the Blood. Tones up tlx*
System, Builds up the
Cures
Broken down,
IM*|M*f>»in, llfbilily. Ilropiiy, < liill*
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iicrs
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MATTINGS. OIL CLOTH \ CELHl! CiliTiiS.
Bowdoin Ci.ass of ’25. The Rev. J. S. •rF
70 Main Street, Belfast Me.
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Sold Every where.
50 Cents a Bottle
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PIANO-HARP CABINET
ORGAN
the-.'

ENDERS1GNED have purchased tlie stock
X. ami trade of the Meat and Grocery store lornit ilv occupied by SANBORN &, SI Al’EES in Telegraph building, corner ot Main and High streets
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season alfords. Also groceries of all kinds.

purchased
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n
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giv*

CAPT. CUAS. DEERING.

er.
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ini:-rtam iinpr.
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I I Ltd

qnisite combination

MARKET

MEAT

O

Solo and Cons Initiation
Cases
lilirsere

EYTiuonomKi Dm.- of
are ottered for Newspapers in the

MAINE Send for list of papers and sclie
dule of rates. Address GEO. P. ROWE I.E & CO.,
Adverti-inji Agents, No. 11 Park Row, New York.
hi. i<
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Most
Advertising
State of
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DENTAL ENGINE I

Improved Dental

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

rl

VQ

IWCICT
31U I

-tsi, Me.

j

Dr. Folsom’s

AVK UKMDVFD to their new Banking Room
1 in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
<’eivc deposits, placing tl;e same on interest on the
hr.'t days ot .June, .July. August and September, and
Deo mber, .January, February and March. Interest
being comnuted on same, the”first Mondays of .June
and December.
Deposiis received daily, except on Sumlavs and
Legal Holidays,' from y to 1 g A. M., and g to 4 F. M.
Saturday.- Bank doses at 1C, noon.
.John if. (,m imp.v, ireas.
ASA FAFXCK. Brest.
Belfast .June Mil 1m4.
tf

nrQT
DLO I

A M EEK guaranteed to Male and
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs N< H il 1 N( 1 to try it. Panic
ulars Free. P. O. YIGKER1 An

operating

which tin* pi mu*'-s L rendered niitdi l**-- p»:tinlii?
and tedious than by the old methods.
J'< erh in>«*ned in Uubber or Celluloid l»;j-• *, as persons pi. t'- r.
He has the country right lor the u-* of

ih-

Belfast

1

\Af

COP* per day at home. Terms free. Address
vuU (,ko. S tin si »N & Co., Portland, Me.

—

«

V Ai' -rican 0 yans over awarded any medal
I in Jv-r.-i"-. "f whi.-'u m -rut sueh extraordie there.
nary excellence as t
-t nr--v ;• :• •» ui Indus
warded
A !
A
nLfwMlvJ trial Exp-'-i1 ,m;i In Amerleii to well a«*
nut b<
Europe. Ont of
all where any other organs have been preferred.
Declared by Eminent Mn~ie\:m«. in bah
^ec
ii it rivaled
hemispher--.
TEST 1 M >XI VL (TRCULAlt. v th pini u:s of more
than One Tiiousaitil
-nt !:
!!,,t
"n !':ivin-r :l -v
Hui ■’-'
™
i.aru!.:; rmirs
take an;, oth. r. l>>
I
this
ru
for
missions/
g inferior
reason often try. very hurl (•> ."til
nn-Hont./ else.

fljyi
UlvL

lur

by

Fn»m tin-brink of the grave: health and strength
to those deemed incurable, by
using tin* tu
mens Iti; i/n.i
\n Plant, < iscovered by Dr. Fvans
"f tin Navy.
Radically cures, Dyspkp'sia. Livkk
and Ku*m:y Complaints, .Nkkvous Dkbiliiy.
1mmi.ki’sv, Losi Vitality, and Weaknesses Irom
x«v-.-,-s in Alcohol. Ton.u vo, Opicm, and other
eaii-fweakening the liitAix and Nkkvocs Sys
ii'.
send stamp for circular,
Empire I’httrnturii(ir,i/ C.;. ?;;? lir<nuhrmj, A
)\
lv.'t.’t

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS,1867.

yr* -ample bottle
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given

Awarded

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

“■>

of AdiiiiiMoii N
Jtui J*j
lloiMiiie Habam at all druggists. Pleasaht, and an unfailing remedy lor
Asthma, Coughs, Colds. Lung Complaints, &e.
Large bottles, -o cts. l)r. F. 'V. KINsMAN, I’M'prieior, Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case ii will
not cure! Try it. SOLD
all
TT^

MOWER,’

«

mm, Mich.

CC ^

ia\

M.

chiding
MORRISON’S

1875,

•:N-<r..r;-f'Ev

Maine.

!l

M

Dr

r T® >[•: iui.'

LEWISTON,

Dropsy.

*’

be hud.

cun

Successor to Dr. C. MOORF.
it t
1*1
.'.A May till V»« 1 ui

improved

AGENTS WANTED
a

HOUSE,

Week.

Per

STEAMER

THE

cu>es that an* curable.
thousands after their physicians had
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of certificates of cures of citizens of Portland and vicinity

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,

terat^

T

V^P.IS

oxcv.

:!000

It will reach till

from

Trip

Disease-.

Spermatorrhoea.
Private Disease..
Scrofula.
Stilt Rheum.

;iuu

HOMER!,

ARRANGEMENT.

Piles.

looo

DEETTIBTHin

THOUSANDS SAVED.
capacity and

l-emale

staples’ Compound Tar

acknts wax run.
*75 m SlOO
11 month tomale or Jemale.
Article de
in d by every family.
Steady employment given.
\ddre-- with stamp, I. s. K'M.KUs & C>
w.'O*
Box 10j Nearsport Me.

I

One

Ii has cured

Surgeon, Late

and

SPRING

Pulmonary Consumption.

looo

N. li.—( aT vninr, Sruiiic u. ami ('iii:<>.vto Dm.
KASKs, with those peculiar to W OMAN ami ('nil.I'HK.n, will receive his srm ial A ikmion.
Ei.k« tku ity useil in all its lorim---V, here this
valuable agent is imli< at-il.
ikir 11 e will \ lsit i’ATIi-'N'Ts at their houses, who
are unable to call at hi- mom.-.
OKFH'i
H«U*i:s—T-'rom :o A. M. until 1 i*. m.
From : I*. M. until 0 lh
.11i :mm ; 1’. M. until
»A. 3i.
uh.;

Mower i- again offered tothe t'arm|M1
1 ers of Maine and the Bruvinees, for tin* coming
'■'♦-ason.
Four years of nnintrrrnptv<l success is suf
tieient evidence of merit. In localities where no
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited
from responsible parties.
FKFI) ATWOol), Cien’l Agent.
.\
15. Addre-s Senate Chamber, during session
of tile Legislature.
dmo.-dO

iii

••

Southern Fe\

BELFAST, ME.

Agents Wanted,

to sell an article
Profits immense. Packanh'nble ox il<mr.
< O-. Marion.
age free. Afldre-s Blf KEYE M'F’G

Address, (JKXERAL AGENT, Garland.

u

Rooms at tho AMERICAN

!

I''

«jhio.

*’

10,"oo
*•

Boston.

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!

A WEEK to Agents

4 t)

*<M"!

-ooo

j"0"

DR. JOHN

—----

No Chartres for obtaining
Patents unless success!ill.
Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw
: It) Tremout Street, Boston.

TiTtTT'VTWTic

on

Kngland

-0O0

lrylO.

by’mowing

and

SUI GENERIS.

j
j

A

1U IN VJiN luxto

ive

Special attention paid to extracting
to.-til. Artificial Teeth .Manufactured.'
1«. eth filled in the be.-t niaiiner.

200 of them set out within six years; cuts thirty
tons of hay, twenty-five of it
machine.
Buildings convenient and part new, on which $500
has recently been expended. Well watered in pasture, and never failing well for house and barn, under cover. This is not a run down farm, but is under
good cultivation. Price $1800, if sold w ithin two
months. Will sell some mill property with it if desired. Call and see or address,
CFO. A. MILLFK.
0w35*
Washington, Me.. March 4, 15*75.

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

for

mn

rt-m

«

1111,1 t,ie

mag retain the $5 J This is our “chromo”—a Cash
premium of $5 to • very lifth subscriber: The linn
name is a sufficient guaranty of fairness and fulfill
meat.
Send money order or registered 1< tt**r to
BEADLE & AD VMS, Publishers, ns William •ure< t.
New York.

i: 3

\\

SEARSPORT, ME.

meadow, and lumber land. It contains 320 fruit trees, 275 of them
I grafted, of different ages, and raised on tin* place;

1 am prepared to furnish at short notice, anv stvle
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best’ot
Come and examine tin -e Organ- f r y <.ur-e]f and ! ( ..nnecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class, furni'hed in any quantity, at bottom prices.
be com inct d t hat the
ts uoou and
I KKD ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
hail any you ever saw, and it- you want cm- we n->tf ’l
Oen’l Ag’t Higgantim Mfg. Co.
bouiid i< > -i i.
a> we shall Jet ’no
m.
;-m.'ii u-j..
bmi
prices.

N. Y. Saturday journal,
vvJ UMOritheGreat Literary U eekly ol Amercia
one year tor the Regular Subscription Price, *3,
~y Postage Paid.
Nantes entered impartially as
Wj
V I L ^received, and Five Dollars ('ash sent at onc« i
to every tilth subscriber. Clubs of live (at $:i each) j

QK P ACM

bim

iw

OfHco in Gordon Block, Main St.

IX

tuning and r< pairing of an Organ should be
done by a per.-on, that. by constant practice ami ceuElection with Organ-, understands them perfect 1\
Conseq duly we shall have a n ni;k from the factory visit i- regularly and beep mu Organ- in
n is i: and i:iit’Ali:.

The choicest in the world —Import

intru.'id

4*

loot)

The

JVa if* A
§?*

paper, but positively cured in the
States ami Canada,
within three years,
Over -'000 eases of Rheumatism.
->000
Catarrh.
10,H’
Deafness and Kye Di>. a-e?.

at Law!

M. L. M A Cf 0 0

Washington, near ITiion, containing 75 acres ol good land,
well divided into tillage, pasture,

In strum em sold by u* D fully warranted
satisfaction guaran’eed to rlie purchaser.

OK THE HARKASSED MAN OF BI'SIN ESS.

Have cured not

Farm fox* Sale.

people.
Every

GIVES

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN

member of the House, is one of the
remarkable men iu Congress, lb
A t* ar drop trickled down my < In k,
went to Oregon in 1st:,, ami for
year*
And 1 e 11 upon my hand :
saw a white man.
He dressed m
scarcely
\ -u l ien hope shot through my -oul:
fur and the raw hides of animals, and ale [
Almost, was 1 uimiamied.
whatever lie could get
He was a border
I'm f:i 11 wilt go with me?" J cried:
hunter and trapper such as we read of in
i air v irgin—let us be
the Ledger, lie knew nothing of wliat
I ii holy bonds, bv solomu rites,
the word was doing lor more than twelve
• mr own
immunity.
years, and until lie was elected to the SenMy A- my fortune, all 1 ha\«•
ate in isoi, and on his way to take Ids
I tender now to you ;
seat, lie never saw gas burning, nor knew
in a three—tory house,
1
\ la 1 J am Well-to-do.
anything of the telegraph, nor had ridden
in a railroad ear. lie knew little of news•■Will :
with me?—you he-itate!
A brown stone front, you know—"
papers or anything else but Indians, and
11'iwii .1 uic -In. from the w agon box,
yet l.e knew how to play poker. It some\nd in-w- ia<1 m«*. 1 go.*.
times puzzled me to account for the num[ Providence Press. ber ot good poker play ers among the
backwoodsmen. To make Nesmith happy, you have only to play poker with him,
Draw Poker.
all the whisky he wants, a paper or two
w York Sun, I-Yh.
1
ii. Com-sivmdencc >.
of line cut tobacco, and a big spittoon.
It -trike* iild poker player* at the na- He does not play with the same crowd us
•i.nial capital a* a rather good joke that Fernando Wood does, but lie plays .met
Seh'-ai k should *ct himself up as an uu- crately. You must remember that there
thority on “draw.' The only time I ever arc strata in poker placing as well as in
heard ot his wit: ting a “Dig pot" was politics.
when ohl I ice, th
inventor ol' tin- Tice
How Hi: (.or Kvkn with Him.
tio tcr, let him get away with §10,000.
It
in
happened in tiii* way: A fellow named East Toledo there is a man whom the
to n. l(oyat..u, not tiie well-known corresboys all regard as a crusty old bear,
pondent ot 'lie truly good Deacon Rich- without one grain of sympathy in his
ard Smith's paper, but au unehristianized composition, and who regards all the
heathen of uie lobby, was employed by boys as so many pests, it's a sort of muTice to indue congress to pass a law re- tual feeling of dislike on general princiquiring the commissioner ot internal rev- ples, (in Monday night one of the aforeciiU' t
compel the introduction of the said boys was on his way home from
1
e mt ter it) every distillery in the United
town, and passed the dining-room winStates. Boynton i* a very shrewd lobbyist, dow ot his particular foe.
A big, uglywi rked more
and
big things looking dog had followed him ; his partin ugh tin; departments and congress ticular enemy had a dog that was if anythan any member i tin-third house now thing uglier and quite as large.
i'iie
IB whs lonnerh an Ohioan, and family were all at supper, and the head of
lug
knew Schenek like a. book. As a poker ;t sat in his shirt-sleeves and bare feet,
play or Boynton has lew, it any, C-quals. doing vigorous justice to a plate of cold
An idea seized the lad.
IB- i- a co. i. level headed man, with a pork and beans.
perfectly in>pa*sivc face, and can “see you lie softly approached the door leading
His
.. and go Sl.oi o better’’ on a pair of into the dining-room and opened it.
ii-iiees witiumt di-playing the least parti- uewly-lound dug, alter the manner of all
cle of nervousness,
l'lu-is never was an dogs, plunged into the room t\ ithout cer-operator'' in Washington who knew the emony, and the boy shut the door and ran
for dear life.
The brute inside went for
WEAKNESS Of LfOISLATOKS
(he strange dog and
they commenced
He knew just when i
b*- ter titan Boynton.
chewing each other’s gullets with all the
and howto approach his man, and always
cordiality ot old acquaintances. They
in a way that would defy an investigating
knocked over chairs, upset the table oil
committee to lind out. In order to put the old
man, and nearly killed the baby.
it
was
to
Tice's job through
ob- The
necessary
old fellow scrambled oiit
frightened
tain a favorable report on the meter front
from under the ruins of his supper, tore
the committee of w ays, and means.
II the
the door, and ran down the street in
'•hairmau of this important committee open
his bare feet through the snow and over
could be captured, the ease was as good
ice, flourishing a ease-knife and shouting
as won : and accordingly he arranged for
for help,
llis wife gathered the little
a quiet little game of draw poker in parlor
the demoralized baby,
ones,
Xu.-—at Willards Hotel. The chairman, under including
her arms, and fleeing to a bedl
old
Deneral Schenek,
ice, Boynton, and room for
safety, intrenched herself in the
another member of congress, who shall
middle of a bed.
Finally the dog who
he nameless, made up the quartet. The
belonged to the house whipped the strana
was
one—§10
“ante,’’
$M
game
lively
ger, the old man returned and order was
“blind,’' and a “straddle,” if any one lelt
restored. [Toledo Commercial.
reckless enough to try it on. When the again
now

RELIEVES
AN'l)

is ol lute years, but when 1 U3ed to play
with him, he was the pluckiest better to

ot

i.LEILA i ED

They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it i- generally conceded that |
they possess all the qualities of lone, Action, Dc- j
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute Ikm- |
« Lass ins
i:i mi:nts, and wln-rever they have been
have, by their merit ’alone, Avon I
introduced, tlu
their way into the admiration and confidence of the
\

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

SENATOR ALLISON

HX-SEXATOK XF.SMITII,

me.* moi.

!

<

ORQAMSl

ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING STl*DENT,

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

-000

AND EXAMINE I II E

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

UNIVERSITY MEDICINES

MP..\DE\' BLOCK. Belfast. Mv.

particulars enquire
corner

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

WALLACE,

Attorney

plenty of work for two men, to he Mild
Large discount for cash. For further

SMALL & KNIGHT

IT

GEO. E.

'1' Belmont Corner, six miles
ra.
XA. from Belfast, on tin Belmont
Boad, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six
hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit just
commencing to bear. Story and half house, Ell and
all
in good repair; also, Carriage and BlackBarn,

*s,

at Law!

THE NEW YORK

New

Vvenue
t°,,s °f

-mith Shop,
at a bargain.

JOHNSOS,

14 MAIN STREET BELFAST.
(Mice formerly occupied by I’.. K. Hoyle.

For Sale l

Upon

E.

Attorney

well known Schooner Win. ButX man, in good order. Applv to
J. 11 'LAXK.
Feb. 20, 15*75.
tlhl

Searsporl,

ORGANS!
Don't Fail to Cal!

G.

TTH^'

■**&£&*£££*&•

itcto Jtibcrtiscnunts.
FELL0 WSrH Y P OP HO SPBIT El
THE

For Sale.

j&A*

ORGANS!

family.”

own

\

lie
be encountered around the board,
didn't seem to care lor money, and lie
never let his opponent run oil' his "blind'’
.vithout knowing what he did it on.
S' 'Retimes he lost, and sometimes he
made, just like all players. One thing is
certain, he paid lvis losses like a man.
Nobodv r\er carried his "roup” over
twenty-tour hours, lie was always ready
lor a game when a member ot the House,
and has sat up until daylight many a lime.
He and Schenck were very intimate, and
have had many a game together.
Carpenter does nut play, nor does
Chandl :• or Crinkling
It has been ascertained, however, that Chandler will
do the drinking while Clayton is doing
the playing. Cameron would not, 1 think,
hesitate at a little game ol draw, providing there was lots of champagn to drink.
Probably the man in Congress who has
lost more money than any other, is Fernando Wood, lie has been playing in
Washington now well-nigh twenty years,
He is
and lie has been steadily losing.
the same at a poker table as he is in his
seat m the House—the model of deportment.
lie never takes ot)' his coat nor
lie is the same calm,
moults His dignity
impassive, opaque individual that is daily
seen in the House,
lb swears a little occasionally, but he scarcely unbends for
Lins purpose.
He also occasionally takes
a little brandy and water, but this needs
no unbending.
His face is a perfect mask.
If lie holds three aces and a pair of kings
his face gives out no indication, and he
can bet a thousand dollars on a
pair of
nines and nobody could tell that lie was
blutling. l et somehow or other he does
not seem to get along, and the bovs get
Ins money.
Probably Ingersoll. Schenck.
Allison, and Wood have played together
otleiier than any lour men :n
Congress.
I lie) u-'-d to meet at Weleker’s, where a
room was provided and where lunch and
drinks were served ot the best and in tiie
best style.
What inducement was there
to go home?
A nice, warm lire, pleasant
company, cigars to smoke, everything to
eat and drink, and the
possibility ol making several hundred dollars; and, indeed,
the possibility of losing it
but that ianother matter.

ORGANS!

up,

I

l or two years 1 have been a/llu t o with g.v il ib
KIm-uniati»m and heart disease. I m"'months ago 1
1 lio\N eon-oiler invo-l f w el!
called oil I >r. Staples.
I
U III' Hl.KIJ.
Kennrhunk Me.

yea?'-- ago my daughter o years old, was
sn tiering iVoni tin e licet s of laiug and 1’huri «\
She was so emaciated and feeble we had hut little
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no
I applied to l>r
ci couragement.
Staples. I uder
his treatment she soon began to improve. In A j,.w
months she was able to go to school and has
I know the
well.
been perfect 1
treatment s-ue.l
( Al*l. .). ||.
her life.
TIIniCNDI K K
-\o. is, st.
m. I‘urtltu»l.
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I rent rates.
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LOST!
giw*;i l*v Joseph Banks to Kdward llilton.
also a certain note from
li. Sleeper to suit!
11 ill oil, the public are cautioned against
making use
ot said notes, as t
hey are of no value to auv person
but the subscriber,
SAMI KL KINUSBI KY.
•■UvRG*
Administrator of estate of said Hilton

Vnot.

WIIIUD M, MUFFIN, h«\. for Stockton.
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